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Early on, I had announced the International Handmade 
Paper Swatch Swap Yearbook as the best return-on- 

investment in the field, and I stand by my words. I am 

overwhelmed by the effort, quality, inventiveness 

displayed in so many of the participating swatches. With 

every single copy of the book being unique, this is also a 

valuable artist book,in its own right, besides of course 
quite a reference and teaching aid. Perhaps not quite the 

Worldwide Catalog of All Contemporary Papermaking 

(that doesn't exist), but pretty close! 

Come along, meet the "cool kids" of the now emigre 

Papermaking Yahoo Group, and of course the newbies, 

quite a few of those, so refreshing. Meet the experts, some 
of them surprising us now with unexpected, experimental 

work; also meet those that painstakingly collect and 

prepare their own fiber, as well as those of us who rather 

go for half-stuff, or even ready-to-use pulp; the recyclers; 

those trying new things; the ones demonstrating solid well 

honed skills; often several of the above qualities in a single 

swatch. Then, the many recipes, suggestions, ideas. 

Advice to the next editor: maybe use more pages, try to 

give some breathing air. Then of course it will be a thicker 

volume... Can't win. Can we? We all win, either way! Also, 

don't forget that anyone is free to make copies, right from 

the digital edition, or from the books. We all win, and then 

some! 

OK, enough of that, we all know this book is rather 

priceless, besides much, much fun. Dig in, enjoy, share, 

and, of course, as was written on a note accompanying a 

set of swatches received, Keep Calm and Make Paper! 

Yama Ploskonka 

Austin, December of 2019 
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Susan Armstrong 26 Cuenca Paper with Pineapple 

Susanne Baker 29 Equisetum (horsetail) paper 

Marbled Handmade paper 

Tom Balbo 30 Violet Blues 

Biker Black 

Irish Green 

Suzi Ballenger 14 Day Lily and Iris 

Papyrus 

Cris Ballinger 45 Studio Clean Up Paper 

Fall studio clean up #2 

Overbeaten abaca 

Donna Beck 20 Coastal Dreams 

Jessica Beels 21 Unbeaten Thaikozo (Brvussonetia papyrifera) 

Invasive Paper Mulberry 

Liam Blackburn 28 Cochineal Pigmented Abaca Paper 

Goldenrod Pigmented Abaca Paper 

TonyCarlone 20 Non-native Phragmite Blend 

Sanctuary Paper 

John Carvalho 34 Burlap Bag (Corchorus olitorius) and Orange T-shirt 

Brazilian Vervaine (Verbena brasitiensis) 

Thistle Down (Bull Thistle - Cirsium horridulum) 

Judith Chestnutt 11 After40 years we are 'MOVING ON' 

Lisa Christensen 9 Willow leaves and abaca 

Old stamps and cellulose 

Georges Andre CRIBLEZ URETA 23 Peruvian Pima Cotton Paper 

Kerri Cushman 21 Pulp Pochoir 

CYCLE.ME - Valeriya Kirienko 8 CYCLE. ME 

Parisa Damandan/Auroville Papers 6 Milkweed floss and Palmyra fruit fibers 

Milkweed and mulberry bast fibers 

Stephanie Damoff 18 Women's Studio Collaborative Large Pour 

Recycled Security Envelopes 

Purging Pieces 

Patricia Daugherty 27 Papel deEsperanza 

Pam DeLuco/Shotwell Paper Mill 46 Hella Local Paper 

Dodgy Roger of Dodgy Paper 4 90's Penthouse 

Funtalez 

Green Dreems 

Margery Dolan-Keenan 25 Cuenca Paper 

Donna Eyring 43 Double Couched Hollyhock/Canna Lily 

Bonnie Ferrill Roman 42 Pink mish-mash 

Gayle Fitzpatrick 14 Kozo 

Arnold Grummer 50 Legacy 

Kathy Gurwell 38 White Kozo, fiber 1 

Pink Flamingo paper of cotton, linen and silk fibers 

Orna Hodara Hatzor 8 Negev Desert Paper 

Mitnan Papers 



Helen Hiebert Studio 43 

Christine Higgins 13 

Veronica Hodges 5 

Akua Lezli Hope 19 

SheryUaffe 16 

RixJennings 39 

Julie Johnson 49 

Pamela Johnson-the paperfactory 5 

Kishu Studio - Sebastian Pastor 15 

Mark Lander 2 

Barbara Landesand Paul Sullivan 33 

Genevieve Lapp 36 

Rocky Lawton of White Dragon Paper 31 

Francine Levine 31 

Donna Lilborn 16 

Susan Mackin Dolan 42 

Michaelle Marschall 29 

Barrie S.T. Mason 39 

Linda McCausland 11 

Moara de hartie (The Paper Mill) g 

Comana, Romania (Ion Georgescu) 

Todd Moe 23 

Tara Monnink 35 

Allie Morris 28 

Marie Noorani Paper Art 46 

Rita O'Donald 27 

Helen O'Connor 49 

Laurie Paternoster 25 

Carole Penin 10 

Ali Pezeshk 7 

Kelsey Pike / Sustainable Paper + Craft 37 

PlantaPapel - Eleonora Franco 12 

Bubble Paper Yama Ploskonka - PapelTexano 

Base for Pulp Painting or deckle Box Forming 

"Linen rag, aka Tricky Stuff" 

Australian Blue and Brown Solveiga Ploskonka 

Buffalo Poo Paper 

Corn Goddess on Yucca Teri Power 

cornyuccabacaflax Pulp Club Paper - Laura Kesler 

Banana, modified Japanese formation, natural swatches 

Banana, modified Japanese formation, lightly bleached swatches 

Checkerboard hikkake-garni. Nina Sazer O'Donnell 

Golden Freckles Matthias Schwethelm / Papieroffizin 

On the Run Maxine Seelenbinder-Apke 

New Zealand Flax (Harakeke) 1 Jann Selleck 

New Zealand Flax (Harakeke) 2 

60/40 Cotton rag/NZ Flax AsaoShimura 

Net-locks Megan Singleton 

Birthday Cake Society of Hermits - HA Peters 

Getting Krafty Adam Southgate 

Flower Stem Paper 

Mixed Dried Leaves with Abaca 

pot stems to hemp paper Leandra Spangler 

Refrigerator Paper Judith Staines 

iris fiber on mitsumata Tara Stallworth Lee 

Pigmented kozo with dyed kozo inclusions John Sullivan of Logos Graphics 

Morgan Conservatory Kozo 

Coloring with MX Fiber Reactive Dye 

Everything but the Kitchen Sink Peter Thomas 

Recycled art paper 
Susan Thomas 

RobertThompson 

North Country Garden Paper 

North Country Swamp Paper JudyTobie 

Abaca Cherry Paper 

Pond Scum Paper 

Ink on Recycled Paper Bonifacio Trinidad La Loma 

Papel de la Plaza de Flores 

White Sweet Clover 

Labor of Love Jorge Valente 

Papier d'iris 

Reed Paper Claude Aimee Villeneuve 

Cotton Linter Paper 

Rag paper 

Warm Grey Classic Cotton Cecile Webster 

Terra Cotta Mixed Media Kimberley Wood 

Pine Green Quitter's Cotton Beverly Woodruff 

Formio / Formium Sharon Yonenaka 

100% cotton archival - automaton calligraphy manuscript 

European-style amate 

Amate laser-cut Nativity 

Lavender Hues 

"Never Love a Stranger" 

clay coated cattail paper 

Recycled Paper - made: 04/30/2019 

Recycled Paper - made: 05/02/2019 

Recycled Paper - made: 05/08/2019 

Dreaming 

Golden Kozo 

Marbled heaven 

Sunflower petals and Sisal 

Western Nevada Sage Blossoms and Sisal 

Latbang paper 

Taos Marble 

Indigo Flax with Kozo 

Blue Washi+Cotton + Threads 

Rose Petal Cotton 

Recycled Fabric Teal + B/W Fabric 

Abaca w/ iris + inclusions 

Giant ReedfArundo donax) + Carob Pod 

PULP CASSEROLE (Paper Potluck2019) 

Silver Ingots 

Abaca 

Christmas Colors (or Carpet Padding...) 

Blue paper coated with Konnyaku 

Lemon Grass with recycled paper, and Blue Tees. 

Giant Timber Bamboo Husks - Scharko Farms 

Black Bamboo - Wilkerson Mill Gardens 

Abaca with added dried Safflower Blossoms 

Joomchi 

Bronze Beauty 

Amate Pinto 

Amate Rojo 

Amate Dorado 

PAMPAS GRASS (Cortaderia selloana) 

FLAX (Linum usitatissimum) 

Yellow Beauties 

Pulp Painting with Cotton Pulp 

Milkweed Bast with Stra w Grass inclusions 

Bird of Paradise flower in Abaca 

Ecua dor fibers and Konnyaku 

Shallots from Cuenca, Ecuador 

Kozo, Abaca, Linen, Cotton & Artichoke 



Mark Lander 
marklander.org Amberley, New Zealand 

New Zealand Flax (Harakeke) 1 

This plant NZ flax or Harakeke (Phormium tenax) grows in abundance along the roadsides and 

swampy areas near where we live. The long sword like leaves are harvested after a Karakia or 

prayer is said, and only the older outer leaves are cut. The plant thrives with this pruning. 

The leaves are bruised and cut into 2 inch lengths and are cooked in Caustic soda in a bathtub with 

a gas stove underneath for 5 hours. 

It is then washed and pulped in a large hydropulper, and from there into a Little Critter Hollander 

Beater for 1 hour. 

This paper is formed on large air drying moulds, pressed and dried in the sun and it is peeled off the 

screens when dry. It has been calendared through an etching press. This paper is mainly used for 

woodcut prints, writing papers and for the blocks of handmade books. 

New Zealand Flax (Harakeke) 2 

This is the same plant as used in Sample 1. The same process for cooking is used. 

The pulp is processed in the Hydropulper only. 

This makes a very fibrous paper that is formed into sheets on air drying moulds and dried in the : 

sun. 

This paper is suitable for very large sheets, 12 ft by 7ft, in thicknesses from very thin and 

transparent, to heavy thick papers. 

I use this paper for stage sets and Art installations. 

60/40 Cotton rag/NZ Flax 

This paper is a mixture of 60% cotton rags and 40 % NZ flax 

The Cotton rag was old white bedsheets cut into one inch squares and beaten with the flax in a 

Little Critter Hollander Beater for 5 hours. 

It was then formed in the vat with Western style moulds and deckles, couched onto felts, pressed, 

and laid out to dry on the studio carpet overnight. 

The paper has the cockled characteristic of unrestrained air dried sheets. 

These are lightly pressed underweights and then can be sized with a mixture of gelatin and 

waterbased varnish... usually with a paint roller and stuck down onto a plastic board for watercolor 

painting. 

I use this paper for the covers of handmade books. 

For further information, search 'Mark Lander Papermaking'on Youtube 
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Southgate Paper & Books Adam Southgate 

Originally a sketch er/drawer, now obsessed with making handmade paper and books, 

studying Fine arts at Queensland College of Art in Brisbane, moved here from San Diego. 

@adamjsouthgate @southgatepaper Brisbane, Queensland, Australia 

Blue Washi + Cotton + Threads 

A collection of different cool coloured (blue, green, etc) washi papers were collected from a Creative Washi 

Pack by Awagami Factory were cut into small squares and soaked for an hour before being added into a 

running Reina Beater. After 10-15 minutes, when dissolved I added into the beater a collection of white 

cotton paper offcuts (magnani, hannamuhle, etc) collected around the Printmaking studio at my university 

and beat for 30 minutes. 

After slurry was done I brought up the beater wheel and added in a few different warm coloured embroidery threads that were pre-cut and soaked. Papers were 

pulled with European style mould and deckles, couched and pressed between wet & dry felts under 15 tons of air-pressure, and dried overnight on a primed wall. 

One side of the paper shows the random movement of the threads in the water when pulled and the backside shows the direction of the pull. 

I added the darker blue tones of Washi later on in the process so that larger pieces of them remained after beating. Also, I didn't realise until after making this set 

that the embroidery thread isn't 100% cotton, it was a cheap knockoff of DMC embroidery threads and it is a cotton / poly mix, still worked fine. 

Rose Petal Cotton 

I cut into small squares a collection of white 100% cotton paper offcuts (magnani, hannamuhle, etc) 

collected around the Printmaking studio at my university and beat into a fine slurry. 

After adding the slurry into a vat, I sprinkled dried rose petals into the vat and they collect and lay on the 

surface of the water. For each paper I disturbed the rose petals so they were dispersed in each sheet. Papers 

were pulled with European style mould and deckles, couched and pressed between wet & dry felts under 15 

tons of air-pressure, and dried overnight on a primed wall. 

Overtime the rose petals created a halo effect of different, colours around each petal from their natural dyes. 

I did two more editions of the flower petals paper to experiment with the rose petals. 

I collected leftover pulp from this batch and let it sit for a couple of weeks in a 10L bucket and the pulp 

d all of the dye from the rose petals and it turned a yellowish cream colour. I took more fresh rose petals and ground them down into smaller pieces and then 

lem back into the pulp when in the vat, so I achieved both a tinted cotton base and smaller halo effects. 

Recycled Fabric Teal + B/W Fabric 

I used two different coloured cotton fabrics for this paper as my first attempt at creating recycled fabric 

paper after teaming how to beat fabric in a workshop at my university. I cut a large roll of green-blue fabric 

down into small squares and soaked for 2 hours. I cut a black and white Japanese silkscreened fabric down 

into small squares and also soaked. 

I beat the blue green fabric down in increments into a fine slurry and then beat the black and white fabric 

down until there were small threads separated and there were still pieces of the pattern visible. I added a 

large amount of the green blue fabric pulp into the vat with about a third amount of the black and white 

fabric pulp and mixed together. 

Papers were pulled with European style mould and deckles, couched and pressed between wet & dry felts 

primed wall in the Queensland College of Art Papermaking studio. 
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Dodgy Roger of Dodgy Paper 

dodgypaper.com Melbourne, Australia 

90’s Penthouse 

100% made from 5x issues of Penthouse Magazine 

circa 1995. 

Hand chunked then blended in 2200W kitchen 

blender 

Made from fantales lolly wrappers blended with 

fine art printing offcuts. 

land chunked and blended in a 2200W kitchen 

•lender. 

Green Dreems 

Made from fine art printing offcuts blended with 

green dye to send you into a green dream, Dodgy 

dream. 

Shredded offcuts then blended in a 2200W kitchen 

blender. 

! 

Veronica Hodges - Poems j 

What of the weeds you pass? j 
What of the long tall grass? I 
A difference has come to pass, 

Of all this long tall grass! 

From weed to wonder, 

I had to ponder? 

So I proceed to harvest and cook, 

turning weeds into a book. 

So have a look! 

Recycle, Renew, 

Refresh and Recreate! 

You will be amazed 

At what you can create. 

Trash to treasure 

It has been a pleasure! 

With a little technique 

To make something unique! \ 

L. 



Pamela Johnson - the paper factory 

Our handmade paper mill operates as a social enterprise and uses papermaking to raise awareness 

thepaperfactory.com.au for the mental health of our military and emergency responders. 

facebook.com/thepaperfactoryavoca @the.paper.factory Avoca Beach NSW, Australia 

Golden Freckles 

The paper is designer paper post consumer offcuts that have been beaten in a 

hollander beater (nicknamed Daisy) and have been pressed directly onto boards for drying. 

Veronica Hodges 

veronicahodges.com.au Winellie, Northern Territories, Australia 

Australian Blue and Brown 

My swatch samples are made of 100% denim cotton which were my husband's Wrangler work jeans. 

Beaten for 10 hours in my 1V4 pound Hollander made by Mark Lander in New Zealand which is now 

10 years old. I have added gelatin size into the vat of denim. I then transferred a portion of this to 

another vat and added Red Earth Oxide into the denim and used a simple pour technique over the 

denim after paper pulled in stainless steel mold and deckle frames (again a Mark Lander creation 10 

years old and as good as the day he made them). 

I chose the blue and brown hue to reflect the Australia sky against our dry desert country. 

Buffalo Poo Paper 

100% post-consumer white cotton and buffalo poo paper. 

As Artist-in-the-park during 2018 with the Territory Wildlife Park here in the Northern Territory of 

Australia, I was asked to create buffalo poo paper. An introduced species from the late 1950's and 

then eradicated during 1980's. The Territory Wildlife Park re-introduced the speciesto the park to 

educate the public on the issues introduced species had on our environment during this time. 

It wasn't as bad as I thought to make! The cook up in caustic soda was the worst part. Rinsing and 

creating paper inclusions revealed how much sand these animals eat. You can even feel it still in the 

paper ever after all the processing. 

Looks like chocolate chip ice-cream but is far from that! 
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Asao Shimura 

Cellulose nano fiber, any one is doing on handmade paper? 

Benguet Province, the Philippines 

Latbang paper 

Local tree growing in Benguet Province, the Philippines. 

The President of Duntog Foundation, Inc., Michael J. Parsons used latbang+pina (pineapple) 

paper for his suminagashi in the 1990s. 

10% caustic soda cooking, hand beaten, and used budo-an, wild tororo-aoi. 

Made on 18x24" western style mold and deckle. 

The Lapnis Project will start soon. Lapnis means stripped off bark\n Tagalog. Someone brought 

Thai kozo in the 1930s. Now it grows as an invading plant in the city of Los Banos, south of 

Manila. Lapnis can grow in empty lands and is spreading. 

Advance Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 

Parisa Damandan/Auroville Papers 

Auroville, Tamil Nadu state, India 

Milkweed floss and Palmyra fruit fibers 

This pulp is a mixture of milkweed floss and Palmyra fruit fibers which both protect and 

safeguard their plant's seeds. 

I used milkweed to give a silky look to the paper and a modest amount of Palmyra, to give a soft 

texture to the sheets. 

Soaked them in water separately for days. Mixed both fibers to dye milkweed silk with the 

natural yellowish color of Palmyra fibers and cooked them with sodium hydroxide. Before 

beating with a blender, I hand cut the fibers with scissors to shorten them. 

Milkweed and mulberry bast fibers 

Milkweed and mulberry bast fibers are cleaned by removing the wooden core and peeling the 

outer bark, left overnight, cooked together with sodium hydroxide and bleached by using 

hydrogen peroxide. 

Though mulberry fiber was much tougherthan milkweed, by using a Hollander and shortening 

the beating time, longer fibers of mulberry are still visible and gives a fabric touch to the paper. 



Kaghazgari Ali Pezeshk 

facebook.com/kaghazgari kaghazgari.com Tehran, Iran 

Reed Paper 

I found the reeds near my new studio. I cut down all the parts of the reed together to get a richer paper 

texture. 

The cut fibers are cooked in soda ash for about 4 hours, then washed and beaten in Mark Lander critter for 

about 5 hours. 

Papers are made on a European-style mold I made myself, pressed and dried in stack dryer. No additives 

added. 

, 

This paper is made from raw cotton linter with its natural color. 

The fibers are cooked in soda ash and beaten with the critter. 

Cotton Linter Paper 

Rag paper 

These samples are from papers made in Papermaking as transformation workshop in Tehran in 2017. 

Papers are made from the participants1 worn-out clothes they brought with them. 

Papers here were made by me or one of the participants. 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Ali Pezeshk 

Which is becoming paper, 

plant's fibers or mine? 
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Valeriya KIRIENKO CYCLE.ME 

recycled paper 

cyde-me.com Moscow, Russia 

CYCLE.ME 

This paper is made of 100% wastepaper. 

PREPARE YOUR WORKSPACE: You will need some wastepaper (cardboard, newspapers, magazines, office 

sheets, notebooks), a basin of warm water, shredder (optional; you can use your hands instead), blender, 

mould and deckle, a few thin towels, two wooden boards with a smooth surface. 

MAKE A PULP: Gather the waste paper; use a shredder to cut it. Take a basin of warm water, add the cut 

paper and additions you want (dried flowers, leaves, dye) in it. Leave it like this for half an hour. Than grind it 

using the blender. 

SHAPE THE PAPER: Immerse the mould and deckle into the pulp, pull it out and let the excess water drain. Put a towel on the board, a sheet of paper on it, then a 

towel again. Cover the layers with the second board. Leave it for a few hours. 

DRYING: Change the wet towels to the dry ones a few times a day until the paper is ready. 

Orna Hodara Hatzor 

ornahatzor.wordpress.com Meitar, Israel 

Negev Desert Paper 

Negev Desert Papers are made from raw Israeli cotton, sieved, cut and cooked for 2 hrs and beaten in 

hollanderfor 2 hrs. 

Retention aid is added then an earth pigment from the Negev (comes in one of the following: ochre, golden 

yellow, light green or deep brown) and sizing. 

After the sheets of paper have been couched and pressed, they are dried in my homemade paper dryer for 

about 24-36 hours. 

Mitnan Papers 

Mitnan Papers are made from the mitnan desert plant (Thymelaea hirsuta) harvested in mid winter-spring 

from its natural habitat so I'm careful to trim only several branches from each plant and cutting off the leaf 

clusters and small branches, soak it twice over night, the inner bark is peeled, cut and cooked 2 hrs, beaten in 

the hollander for 2 hrs with gel from the okra plant. I prepare the sheets of paper in the western method 

' ► l including drying in my homemade paper dryer. 

Thymelaea hirsuta (mitnan) has been used since 1979 as a 

• . new fiber source for handmade paper in Beer Sheva, Israel 

: ' - * . by the late paper artist Joyce Schmidt that had established 

the first paper mill in Israel in the 1970s. it was chosen 

because it is a member of the Thymelaeaceae, which provides bast fiber for hand paper making in the Orient. 

The word mitnan appears in ancient sources as a synonym for rope. Traditionally the Bedouins had used mitnan for 

rope making as well as medicinal, husbandry and domestic applications. 

! 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, 

by Orna Hodara Hatzor i 

The beauty of paper making j 

is in the ongoing process of becoming 

i_! 
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Moara de hartie (The Paper Mill) Comana, Romania (Ion Georgescu) 

Designed as a Workshop-Museum, The Paper Mill (Moara de hartie), is developing as a space that is reviving, 

keeping and transmitting forward Romanian and Universal crafts traditions. We started in 2009 with handmade paper, 

letterpress printing and bookbinding and, since 2016, we added seven more traditional craft workshops part of the Comana Crafts Village. 

echipa@moaradehartie.ro moaradehartie.ro Comana, Romania 

Recycled art paper 

We collected the scraps of art board, composed of recycled pulp and 10% cotton, that we use for our 

i handmade notebooks. We pulped it in a Lander critter and added 20% industrial pulp, for added 

strenght, then we formed A3 sheets using traditional European sheetforming. These papers will be used 

to create an art book, The Poems of the City, that was collectively written by participants to a street 

festival in Bucharest in the summer of 2019. 

Lisa Christensen 

Naestved, Denmark 

Willow leaves and abaca 

150 g of abaca halfstuff beaten with my trusted kitchen mixer. 

227 g of willow leaves cooked with 35 g lye (NaOH) for the whole evening (4 hours-ish). Rinsed to get 

most of the green stuff off, so only the structure of the ribs in the leaves show. 

I had to help the leaves a bit, so they covered most of the sheets, since they were to be cut up. Really wish 

I had a third hand for that part:-) 

Old stamps and cellulose 

This is my first experiment with cellulose fibres. 

Beaten with my kitchen mixer. 

The stamps went in the blender for a few seconds. T 

here is 24 g of stamps to 176 g of cellulose halfstuff. 

I think I will add a few more stamps next time. 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by CYCLE ME 

Papermaking is a kind of meditation... 
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Matthias Schwethelm / Papieroffizin 

.. '*§ | Fiirth, Germany 

Jk* % Golden Kozo 
My first date with the fibre of the Masters - Kozo. 

! Every step was a first time for me. Preparation: I soaked 1,5 kg of dried kozo fibre (got it from a 

German papermakers supplier, Eifeltormiihle), overnight in a plastic barrel, and forgot... ahem, I 

mean, let it rot (!) for another two weeks. 

Then I cooked it in a 20% potassium solution for about 2 hours, rinsed it carefully and spent 4 

» hours with bark picking and still didn't get everything out (the dark spots). I gave the whole thing 3 

strikes with a plastic hammer, got bored and put it into my hollander for only 10 to 15 minutes, no 

grinding, no roll contact with the bed plate. 

Sheetforming: Wired mixture of western and eastern style. My tools are all western, the mould 

was A3 size and medieval laid, I used a normal deckle maybe 1. 5 cm high. Polyethylenoxid (PEO) 

served as formation aid (slime). Water dripping from my hand started to get stringy. 

My technique was I guess a bad mimicri of what I saw of Japanese papermaking on youtube mixed with my western experience. I couched and pressed in between 

felts and hot-dried on a modified transferpress. The gold-freckles are golden impact metal I added to the vat and my way to bow before the japanese masters! Enjoy! 

- ) V 

Carole Penin 

Challes-les-Eaux, France 

Papier d'iris 
Quelques mots sur ma demarche. 

Je cree des papiers en particuiier pour mes livres d'artiste. 

Je suis le processus depuis la plante, que je cultive dans mon jardin, jusqu 'au papier fini. 

Ainsi naissent des papiers d'iris, de murier a papier, d'herbe, de mai's, de prele,... 

A few words regarding my process. 

I create papers specifically for my artist books. 

I follow all steps starting from the plants themselves, that I grow in my garden, up to the finished 

paper. 

Thus are born iris papers, from paper mullbery, grass, corn, horsetail... 

Judith Staines 

book artist - botanical contact prints on paper - occasional papermaker 

Totnes, United Kingdom 

Giant Reed (Arundo donax) + Carob Pod 

From Crete, Greece, gathered leaves and stems of Giant Reed (Arundo donax - looks like 

bamboo - nhmc. uoc.gr/en/museum/photo-archive/selection/images/nhmc.image.63122). 

Cooked up with caustic soda, 1. 5 hours, beaten. Makes a nice smooth paper, quite strong. 

Separately gathered fresh carob pods (remove seeds). Cooked up with caustic soda and beaten. 

Remains quite dark and straw like. Kept these pulps in freezer much too long. I mixed up the two 

pulps and pulled sheets. Air dried on the screen, then pressed onto boards and dried further. 

Some sheets were rather fragile so have been backed onto thin kozo paper from Yame, Japan, 

using wheat starch paste and Japanese Bookbinding technique for making bookcloth. 
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Judith Chestnutt 

judithchestnutt.co.uk southwoldholiday.com tags.org.uk Suffolk, United Kingdom 

After 40years we are 'MOVING ON'. 

Memories Echo Within These Silent Walls. 
We came to live at Annesley Hall 40 years ago as a three generational family. This huge, 
idiosyncratic, dilapidated, 1912 Arts and Crafts building with a wilderness of a wooded 2 acre 
garden had been for sale for ages and, luckily for us, no one else seemed to want it. Annesley Hall 
provided us all with a life style we could then only imagine and now, 40 years later, will remember 
for ever. Lodgers and friends enriched our lives sharing their interests, enthusiasms and skills. The 
galleried great hall hosted concerts and plays, poetry and dancing, table tennis, music, parties, 
exhibitions, and feasts. It has celebrated five weddings and witnessed two funerals. Memories do 
indeed "echo within these silent walls." 
To make the paper sheets for the work 'MOVING ON, I recycled some of the mail, received during 
our moving year, adding petals and leaves from the garden. The 'covers' are 2 bricks covered in 
hand made papers. The pulp was made from recycled envelopes. Embedded are relevant texts, 
invitations and diary pages. 

The decorated, dated, hand made paper covered bricks represented the walls of Annesley from when we moved in, to when we moved out. The sheets of paper, 
deckle edging showing were held upright, between the bricks (one sheet for each year of our time there) and made from our recycled mail, yellow pages, newspapers, 
with reeds and grasses etc from Annesley garden. Each piece of paper represents one year of family memories. 
I am a teacher/ papermaker/textile artist. For this piece of work I used the method I use with primary schoolchildren. 
METHOD Tear the papers into stamp sized pieces and and soak for 4 days. When ready liquidise in a small food processor and add to the vat (a plastic basin). Using a 
simple, hand made, wooden framed mould and deckle, pull the papers onto the stack on my kitchen table using felts of J cloth / lace/ hessian/ linen etc. Add other 
pulps as needed changing colours as desired. Add reeds (boiled) from the pond and other leaves, skins, etc. from the garden (no seeds). 
Press and dry. I allowed the papers to crinkle so as to form interesting deckle edges. 
/ trained as a teacher. Further qualifications include City and Guilds Embroidery and a post-graduate diploma in art education (textiles). Experimenting with the 
manipulation of fibres introduced me to the craft of papermaking... The recycling ethic is very much part of my philosophy. I use natural (nettles, reeds, straw, cotton 
etc.) or recycled (office waste, junk mail) fibres to make my ‘paper works'. Cast office waste pulps are the basis of much of my current work. I make bird, fish, and 
butterfly 'mobiles', 'artist books' and the paper clothing of the Memories Series, where, textured details of treasured garments, (seams, embroideries, tucks, buttons, 
button holes etc) evoke memories of times past in the finished 'paper works'. All colour in f/?ejunk mail series is obtained solely from the recycled junk mail pulps. No 
added pigment is used. My work is documented and illustrated in Artists Colour Manual by Simon Jennings, published by Collins. 

Linda McCausland 

Belfast, Canada 

Everything but the Kitchen Sink 

This batch of pulp comprised of 80% Abaca & 20% PEI dune grass with inclusions of flowers, 

ribbons, sparkly things, recycled HMP and all the little bits and pieces collected over a year. Initially 

produced for a Hand Bound "memory" book 
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Centro de Artes do Papel Jorge Valente 

Contemporary Art Centre based in Montemor-o-Velho - Portugal, 

which aims to promote the paper as a support of excellence for artistic creation. 

facebook.com/PapelMontemor artesdopapel@gmail.com Montemor-o-Velho, Portugal 

PAMPAS GRASS (Cortaderia selloana) 

This paper is made with a plant called Cortaderia selloana, commonly known as Pampas grass, is a 

flowering plant native to southern South America, including the Pampas region after which it is 

named. In Portugal it is an invasive plant and is becoming a plague. 

I used the flowers produced in a dense white panicle and the tall stem. They are shredded with a 

garden shredder and then boiled in water with a small amount soda ash for 3 to 4 hours. It is then 

washed and processed with a hollander beater. After the formation of the sheets with a mould and 

deckle, they are pressed, and drying outdoors. All sheets presents the natural color whithout any 

bleaching. 

FLAX (Linum usitatissimum) 
For some time I wanted to try this plant but only recently I discovered in a small village in northern 

Portugal, a 76 year old lady still cultivates a native variety of flax. These sheets were the result of a 

first experiment in which I used the whole plant. 

The raw material was cutted in small pieces and then boiled in water with a small amount soda ash 

for 3 to 4 hours. It is then washed and processed with a hollander beater. After the formation of the 

sheets with a mould and deckle, they are pressed, and drying outdoors. All sheets presents the 

natural color whithout any bleaching. 

Eleonora Franco PlantaPapel 

plantapapel.com.ar Buenos Aires, Argentina 

Formio / Formiuni 
Formio 

Usamos las hojas secas de plantas de formio que encontramos en la Ciudad de Buenos Aires. Las 

cocinamos con carbonato de sodio, enjuagando y repitiendo elproceso 6o7 veces, hasta que la fibra 

£e corta con la mano. Maceramos a masa y machete. Luego licuamos con cmc hasta obtener una 

pulpa homogenea. Los papeles elaborados se pueden imprimiry son utilizados en tarjeterfa y 

encuadernacion. 

use the dried leaves of formium plants found in the city of Buenos Aires. 

cook them with sodium carbonate, rinsing and repeating the process 6 or 7 times, until the fiber 

by hand. Macerate dough and machete. Then we blend with cmc until obtaining a homogeneous 

papers can be printed and used in card and bookbinding. 



Susan Thomas 

Self taught paper maker. 

Uses the Mark Lander machine, very thankful for all the information I receive from this group. 

Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago 

Lemon Grass with recycled paper; and Blue Tees. 

Dry lemon grass, already turned brown, boiled for about 45 minutes and blended in blender. 

I then added it to the blended paper pulp and pulled sheets. 

This time I boiled the freshly cut grass for about 3 hours until it was coming apart between my fingers, 

washed until water ran clear, added it along with recycled paper to the Lander beater and ran the machine 

for more than 5 hours. 

Old cotton tees were cut into very small pieces and put into the Lander beater and ran through the 

machine for a very long time. Unfortunately or fortunately, some old paper which was stuck in the 

machine got caught up in the process and that is the reason for the white flecks embedded within the 

final paper. 

This is my first time using the Lander beater to pulp cotton fabric and I really do love the 

outcome. Intend to make better use of this machine, love how I do not have to use dyes to get 

the colour / want when using the coloured Tees. 

Christine Higgins 

After 4 papermaking workshops at Haystack, I went off the deep end and purchased a medium sized "Little 

Critter" from Mark Landers - the savior of papermakers. it is used in an unheated garage, so winters are for 

printmaking and coilaging. Papermaking, for myself, has limitless possibilities, as time and life allow..... 

christinejhiggins.me Readfield, Maine, USA 

Base for Pulp Painting or deckle Box Forming 

17. 5 grams cotton linter 

5 g. abaca linter (Soak these 2 overnight) 

Add. 2. 5 g. overbeaten (12 hours) Abaca 

Beat above in medium size Little Critter for 6 hours 

Pulp painted and deckle box formed with pigmented 12 hour abaca 

. "Linen rag, aka Tricky Stuff" 

J 30 g. Linen Belgian scraps cut into 1 inch pieces, soak overnight, 

/ cooked with 6 g. soda ash, rinse. 

■> Beat 8 hours in medium sized Little Critter 

I Result: beautiful thin paper which stuck to pellons like a magnet, creating bubbles. *See note in page 15 

Next: added 11. 82 g. cotton linter, beaten 3 hours, and 3 c. soaked, cooked, rinsed, handbeaten gampi. 

To each vat batch added: 

1 c. walnut juice dyed kozo, 

1 c. 12 hour beaten abaca 

1TBS. Formation aid 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Christine Higgins 
Dry flat. 

Slowly, if possible depending on thickness of pigmented abaca. 

I press my stacks with boards and buckets of water overnight, . 
I couch on to thin poly sheets and let them stay in place until dry. , 

Usually I also press between printmaking felts afterwards i 

for several days, which keeps the papers nicy andjlat _j 13 



Gayle Fitzpatrick 

facebook.com/Papermaker.mom Ogunquit, Maine, USA 

Kozo 

This kozo paper is made in the traditional Japanese manner. White tree bark from Thailand was 

soaked for 24 hours and rinsed. The fiber was then simmered in a soda ash solution for 2.5 hours, 

until the bark separated easily. After being allowed to cool, the fiber was rinsed again. 

Next, I undertook the tedious process of cleaning the bark, removing every last trace of dark bark 

pieces, and tough outer bark remnants. Once the fiber was cleaned, it was again rinsed. The fiber 

was beaten by hand with large sticks. 

A synthetic tororo-aoi was mixed 24 hours in advance. Fiber and tororo-aoi were mixed in the vat. 

Sheets were formed with a su-geta, and were placed one atop the other for pressing. The post was 

pressed under a hydraulic press for 24 hours. 

Following pressing, sheets were separated, "painted" on plexiglass boards and allowed to dry in the 

sun. 

Suzi Ballenger 

Every fiber has a personality. Learning those characteristics 

keeps me engaged and always wanting to understand more. 

@realfibers suziballenger.com Rhode Island, USA 

Day Lily and Iris 

Dried Day Lily and Iris leaves were pulled from my garden during August weeding. 

Soaked overnight. Cooked 1 lb of fibers in 4Tbl. washing soda for 90 minutes. Let cool for two days. 

Rinsed until clear. Soaked in clean water another day or two. Drained and rinsed until clear again. 

Cut into short l"-2" lengths and processed in blender. Proportion was 1 small handful of fiber to 32 

oz. water. Blended on "stir" for 5 minutes. Repeated for entire batch. 

Added 2 hr. Abaca (previously frozen and processed in Flollander) in a ratio of 1 part Day Lily/Iris to 1 

part 2 hr. Abaca. Mixed that by hand. Then added 8 hr. Abaca (freshly processed in Hollander). Final 

Slurry was 1 part Day Lily/Iris/2 hr. Abaca to 1 part 8 hr. Abaca to about 10 qt. water. 

No formation aid or other additives. 

Pulled western. Couched on pelon. Used body weight to press. Dried on glass. 

Papyrus 

Harvested Papyrus (when it started to die back) in early September. In New England, it is grown as an 

ornamental. So beautiful! 

Cooked in 3Tlb. washing soda for 2 hr. Let cool for a couple days. Rinsed until clear. 

Cut into short 1" - 2" lengths and processed in blender. Proportion was 1 handful of fiber to 32 oz. 

water (about 1 to 4 ratio). Blended on "stir" for 5 minutes. Repeated for entire batch. 

Added 4 hr. Unbleached Abaca (previously frozen and processed in Hollander). 

Added Formation Aid (PNS). Pulled western and it drained very slowly. Used body weight to press, 

but then it rained.... ugh. (I was working outside.) Dried on glass the next day. 
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Solveiga Ploskonka 

Mainly a paper fan, now trying to make some 

La Paz, Bolivia 

/ 

Lavender Hues 

White fancy cotton paper stationary shreds broken by hand, fermented two weeks in water, and run 

through a household blender. Dry lavender flowers from my garden, at 2800 meters above sea level, 

j hand crushed for fragrance and vegetable inlaids. The known antiseptic effects of lavender reduced 

the smell of fermentation, but the fibers behaved well. Instead of a vat 1 used a regular stainless steel 

cooking pot with a sign on the lid, "Leave this here! - paper. 

“Never Love a Stranger” 

i "'*• =5 >3 8* I M f. $ 

? % %■ S 5- g f 

Recycled paper with small bits from the Harold Robbins' novel Pocket Books 1962 reprint. All tools 

and materials used are household items; the pulp was molded in embroidery hoops with tulle fabric, 

pressed in a flower drying press between microfiber towels, and air dried. 

Two of my philosophy l eachers paid me a visit on short notice; 1 was still working on the 
swatches. They saw the bits of literature soaking in a pot, and asked about it. 1 should have 

given the smart answer, "This is a synthetic approach to the XX century novel," but instead 

/ explained about recycled paper. They were impressed, nonetheless. 

i 

■T 
1 
1 

i 

Kishu Studio, Sebastian Pastor with Solveiga Ploskonka 

Animation graphic design for games, web and movies 

kishu.studio La Paz, Bolivia 

On the Run 

Flip-book animated watermarks running in recycled paper. The matchstick figures are made with 

| flexible soldering wire, sewn on tulle fabric stretched firm in embroidery hoops. The figures were 

animated by Sebastian Pastor from Kishu Animation Studio in La Paz, Bolivia, the paper made by hand 

by Solveiga Ploskonka (who happens to be his mother). 

The whole flip-book holds 32 pages, with three cycles of running steps. To turn it into a story, a lizard 

is chasing after the man. 

I Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Christine Higgins (page 13) j 

| Pellons were too thin so 1 purchased "Cut Away Stabilizer" number 884, unsized and that worked! J 
! Next time - do not add gampi, its beauty is lost in this mix. Also, beat the cotton added longer as there | 
1 were some small white spots of that fiber, which 1 would like to eliminate. | 

*Walnut dyed kozo: 73 g. kozo, soak and rinse, cooked with 16 g. soda ash, rinse again, beat, | 
and cook 4 or more hours with walnut husks. | 

Let sit at least overnight in this dark liquid. Rinse, beat with formation aid and add to each vat as desired. 
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Sheryl Jaffe 

We are all linked, like the fibers in our paper, 

in unique branching connectors, ever-changing, ever-growing. 

Wellfleet, Massachusetts, USA 

cornyuccabacaflax 

fresh from Phillie and FDH I cooked 2 dinners' corn husks and yucca left from the summer's 

workshop for 2 & 1/2 hours, rinsed and beat in the critter with some abaca, mixed in vat and 

formed sheets with some 8 hr flax from Carriage House, Western-style, restraint dried. Love the 

pale yellow-green and combo of strength and texture. 

Enjoy - All done on a Monday upon return from FDH conference in Philadelphia! 

Donna Lilborn 

fine white papers from local plants 

Northampton, Massachusetts, USA 

pot stems to hemp paper 

Facing a meeting with some pot growers who might be able to supply me with pot stems for hemp 

fiber extraction, (all very legal, introduction from my attorney....), I attempted a rush batch of paper. 

The resulting pulp was insufficiently beaten and so not of good quality. I ended up with some 

sheets that were too thin, too lumpy, and not all that well formed, but which had a handmade 

beauty, and a lovely textile like hand, and brought them to the meeting. I had been aiming for what 

would seem like copy paper, but the growers didn't know that, and viewed the paper as art. 

RECIPE: Soak harvested pot stems in water in a sealed container left for 2 months in a hot garage at 

the height of a New England summer. 70-110 degrees F. Pull bark off, cook in a 5% solution, by 

weight, of washing soda, made with hard water. Simmer for 3 hours after coming to a boil. Rinse. 

Soak in bleach solution of 2 cups bleach to 2 gallons water, for 24 hours. Beat by hand one hour. 

Soak in 4 cups bleach to 2 gallons water for 12 hours. Blend in 1100 watt double bladed blender for 

about 2 minutes. Pull in box deckle with a lot of formation aid. Restraint dry. 

Refrigerator Paper 

I This paper is made of odds and ends of pulp and pulp paints from my studio fridge. The primary 

fibers are eulalia (Miscanthus sinensis), cattail (Typha latifolia), and corn (Zea mays), with a pulp of 

some other unidentified fibers of local plants thrown in. The pulp paints were made of mixtures of 

local fibers, no idea now what they were, colored with artist's water colors and retention aid. 

Though it's possible that the blue flecks were colored with acrylic craft paint. 

RECIPE: I generally prepare my fibers this way: after harvesting and removing unwanted plant 

I parts, cook resulting desirable plant parts in a 5% solution, by weight, of washing soda made with 

j hard water. Simmer for 3 hours after coming to a boil. Rinse. Soak in bleach solution of 2 quarts 

I bleach to 2 gallons water, for 24 hours. Rinse. Blend in 1100 watt double bladed blender as desired. 
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Claude Aimee Villeneuve 

Senneville, Quebec, Canada 

Yellow Beauties 

Abaca half-stuff, soaked overnight and processed in the blender. 

I used turmeric powder that I diluted in hot water and added to the pulp and soaked for 4-5 hours. 

Then I rinsed and used the dyed pulp to make sheets that were hanged to dry on cloth. 

Once dry, I passed each sheet of paper under the roller of my etching press (same as calendering) with 

a plexiglass underneath which created a shiny surface. 

Pulp Painting with Cotton Pulp 

Cotton half-stuff from Papeterie St-Armand in Montreal, rehydrated and blenderized. 

Dyed with Tintex Fabric dyes in yellow, magenta and navy blue. 

I used those primary colours to create the secondary ones. 

I first pulled and couched some blue pulp on a felt then squirted various colours of pulp on the screen 

of the deckle with a turkey baster. When the screen was full, I couched it over the previous sheet and 

pressed the two together. 
The sheets were restrain-dried then passed through my etching press on a piece of plexiglass to 

flatten them out which gave it a shiny surface. 

Millcweed Bast with Straw Grass inclusions 

Milkweed bast from stalk, soaked, cooked with sodium carbonate and beaten by hand with a wooden 

mallet then blenderized. 

The inclusions consist of bits of straw grass that was dyed with Tintex magenta dye and added to the 

vat before forming each sheet of paper. 

Couched and restrain dry on a felt. 

Once dry, I passed each sheet through my etching press to flatten it. 
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Stephanie Damoff 
damova.net Ridgewood, New York, USA 

JI Women’s Studio Collaborative Large Pour 

ngredient5: pigmented kozo, pulped cotton construction paper 
Method: K 

1) Become intrigued and obsessed by Hong Hong's large paper pours. 

3) On dav l^iobfth ^ Wom^n s ^tudio Workshop the second it is announced. 

SSS ClaSSmmak'n9a“lbb"ra*'™->»™H-9's8foo,by12foo,mokJlntt,e 

4) Take home a section of the resulting piece cut up to share among the participants 

some of the section to share with the world, who must surely also be intrigued by this work. 

-j uclui tiy xlnveiof. 
Ingredients: security envelopes 
Method: 

1) Become fascinated by the patterns on security envelopes 

finds themajtmirable,Vour Partner being the wiser, though it turns out he also 

fttu^ho?.h«rtropVsementand admi™ [e3vmg in3omechancede,i9n 

6) Cut into 2" by 3" pieces and share some security. 

Ingredients: abaca, purged journal pages (110ct98-3FebOO) Purging Pieces 
Method: 

sSr—®—— 
6) Cut the rejuvenated pieces to distribute them throughout the world. 



Akua Lezli Hope 

Akua Lezli Hope is a creator and wisdom seeker who uses words, sound, fiber, glass, and wire to create 

poems, patterns, stories, music, wearables, sculpture, adornments and peace whenever possible. 

handmakingpaper.com 

makepaper.org akualezlihope.com facebook.com/akuadesigns Southern Finger Lakes, New York 

Corn Goddess on Yucca 

18 year-old dried yucca from Arizona; and overwintered, northeastern yucca (Yucca filamentosa), cooked for about 8 hours in 

washing soda, blender processed. Then yucca pulp was pigmented in a turmeric and baking soda solution, simmered for about 

an hour, and rinsed. Methylcellulose was added to the vat. 

The Corn Goddess is made of corn cob sheaves and leaves (Zea mays). These were cooked about 4 hours in washing soda and 

blender processed. Original stencil created for this occasion. Paper was vacuum formed, air dried, ironed, and pressed. 

Corn Goddess on Yucca 

e lesson learned from / love including the Figurative and now that / realize that / will attempt to incorporate it more. That w 
this year's swap, which has offered me satisfaction deeper than the results. 

The framing paper is made of yucca. Some of the yucca is ancient of days, about 18 years old, sitting dried in a box, from Arizona; 
and some of the yucca is new, just overwintered, from my driveway garden. The plant flowered this year, sending up two five-foot tall 
stalks of white blooms. The northeast yucca looked green after cooking; the Arizona looked tan/beige. They were cooked for about 8 
hours in washing soda. The long cooking time was because I think there's a trade-off between cooking and beating. More cooking 
results in less beating. I did not beat the pulp, because when I beat it last year, it became a high-shrink pulp. I only used blender 
processing for it and it made the most lovely clouds. 

Then I prepared turmeric in water. Having read that a bit of baking soda would make it orangey, I added some and simmered the processed pulp in the turmeric and 
baking soda solution. It looked dark orange. After rinsing the pulp a the orange left, but the pulp was still much darker than before the turmeric bath. / am delighted to see light 
orange strands in the yucca. Nothing about its wet state prepared me for what it looks like dry. This was my first time using turmeric and it won't be my last. / love the smell of it 

and its effect. 
The Corn Goddess is made of com cob sheaves as well as some leaves sent from the farm that l subscribed to this year. / wish they had sent more, so that / could have put 

a yucca figure on a com frame, but alas, it was not to be. The goddess is a miniaturization of a figure / use in my monoprints. I designed a stencil and had it laser cut. I tried 
different sequences of pulp painting■—back sheet first, or goddess first, stencil on top, stencil underneath. My little vacuum table was critical to my work. It is a sublime tool 
(2014 $89 on eBay 1.25" thick, 14" X14' with a flange that fits the wet/dry vac on one side, aluminum honeycomb construction, 625-1/16" holes; t'was a gift from the universe). 
Though the super suction made prying the acrylic stencil from the paper a bit tricky. The corn sheaves were cooked in soda ash, not as long as the yucca, about 4 hours - twice 
as long as my usual cook time for this fiber. I made and added methylcellulose to the yucca vat. 

The paper was vacuum formed, air dried, ironed, and dry pressed in my AG hand-crank, 2,000 lb., Baltic birch press. Why iron? To avoid the cockling that the wet, 
weighted shapes cause. It's a form made to fail as there are 3mm-deep wells of additional wet in the center of each sheet. This took some watching as some sheets were either 
in or out of a draft and dried slowly and a couple started curling. The amount of pulp in each goddess varied greatly — it was very hard to pour, pack and be consistent, unlike 

pulling the yucca sheets. 
/ have a great affection for my paint strainer bags—they hold processed pulp as well as cooked pulp. / can rinse, move, manipulate plant matter and pulp securely. / 

yearned for more of the translucent pastel pails with handles; they're about 1-gallon size, 7" X 7" and are also wonderful for shifting pulp. Then there is my big stainless-steel 
strainer - when the vat gets thin, I'm as likely to remove water by just scooping up some pulp and draining water, as! am to add more pulp to the vat. Shout out to my handled, 
2-cup size measuring cups from the Dollar Store, used to scoop and pour pulp. 

Extra heavy-weight Pellon (bought by the bolt) was used atop my vacuum table to build the sheet. Wet paper sheets were covered with another piece ofPellon and a clear 

plastic garbage bag. 
When dry pressing the sheets, / used my wool army blanket pieces - they're also what / used to iron when ironing the paper. My iron was free, from a hotel that was 

getting rid of the old solid-plate irons—perfect for paper pressing. 
My blender has an oversized container, it was also acquired used, about 16 years ago. It is a Hamilton Beach - not a brand I've previously or since bought, but this 

machine, dedicated to papermaking, was a steal and still works well, though pushing its buttons is a little harder. 
I air dry on a beautiful mobile red wire drying rack, which I acquired in 2017 from Amazon, delighted, after years of looking, that there was one of these for $69 versus the 

hundreds as listed in art supply catalogs. 
Thanks to all who participated and to Yama for providing this occasion to learn and grow. 
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Donna Beck 

I've been a papermaker for 20 years, but just got a Critter beater, so it's a whole new adventure now. 

230amstudio.com Erving, Massachusetts, USA 

Coastal Dreams 

| Abaca, com husks, and recycled blue cardstock - I've been using abaca, recycled papers, and inclusions in my 

work for 20 years. For this paper, I soaked the abaca and then processed it in a blender, added the blue 

cardstock for color, and then added the corn husks. I was inspired by the blue of the ocean with sea grass and 

sand nearby. 

[I've found bountiful, fun, beautiful ways to make paper in the blender over the years, but I want to go beyond, 

[so I’ve recently purchased a "critter" - Lander beater and I'm so excited to see where this takes me with abaca 

land all kinds of new pulps. Stay tuned... 

TonyCarlone 

tonycarlone.com Schenectady, New York, USA 

Non-native Phragmite Blend 

Also known as common reed and arrow weed amongst the Native American culture, this invasive plant would 

be used for arrow shafts, musical instruments, ceremonial objects, cigarettes, and woven mats. 

The leaves and seed heads were soaked overnight, cooked with V2 cup of soda ash per pound of dry fiber for 

four hours, neutralized with white vinegar and rinsed before being beaten in my Critter Beater for ninety 

minutes. The phragmite pulp was then mixed to a 1:1 ratio of a house blend consisting of recycled cotton, 

abaca, flax and kozo fibers. This blend of paper is unsized and the sheets were formed using a deckle box, 

pressed in a four-ton hydraulic press, and dried under weights in a dry stack. 

Sanctuary Paper 

This special blend of paper includes cotton, abaca, kozo, gampi, iris, hosta, flax, 

daylily, dracaena, cordyline, yucca, butterfly bush, rose of sharon, reed feathergrass, porcupine grass, ribbon 

grass, cattail, cattail seed fluff fibers combined with recycled pigmented and naturally dyed pulps and 

botanical inclusions from the Printmaker's Open Forum property as well as those I harvested locally, 

collected on my own travels and what I even grow in my own garden. Sheets of this paper were used as the 

colophon page of the 2019 Printmakers Open Forum Exchange Portfolio: Sanctuary. 

The raw plant fibers were soaked overnight, cooked with V2 cup of soda ash per pound of dry fiber for four 

hours, neutralized with white vinegar and rinsed before being beaten in my Critter Beater for two hours. The 

paper is sized, the sheets were formed using a deckle box, pressed, and dried under weights in a dry stack. 



Jessica Beels 

lam a sculptor and jeweler working mostly with high-shrinkage flax paper over wire, 

but / also work with other fibers including kozo (unbeaten and hand beaten). 

jbeelsdesign.com materialworld.studio Washington DC, USA 

Unbeaten Thai kozo (Broussonetia papyrifera) 

Cook water-softened full lengths of fiber in a caustic solution (approx. 1-3 hours - I use soda ash) until 

the fiber is soft and floppy and you can gently pull to expand to achieve a lace-like filigree. Rinse 

thoroughly and carefully with gloves on. 

Approx. l"-wide strip can stretch to as much as 10" wide. 

Variations in fiber means variable cooking times, and final texture from fine and lacy to coarse and wavy. 

For "sheets," air dry fully expanded strips on a flat waterproof surface to harden to a lacy bark cloth. 

When rehydrated (lightly misted or dunked in a bucket) the intrinsic stickiness will reactivate and you 

can layer it (no added adhesive), dry it over 3D forms, spin it, etc. It is very forgiving and since it dries 

hard, it has many sculptural possibilities. 

Invasive Paper Mulberry 

Branches collected from a grove of invasive mulberry along the Anacostia River, DC. 

Cut sticks to fit in a large cooking pot. 

Steam, covered, to loosen bast from sticks, approx. 1+ hour. 

Strip off bast fiber and clean outer bark down to the whitish fiber as much as possible. 

Cook strips in caustic solution (I use soda ash) for at least an hour, until fibers are very softyand 

floppy. Rinse thoroughly until water is clear - wear gloves! 

Pick over again, if you don't want "dirty" paper full of chiri. 

Hand beat with wooden mallet on stable and waterproof surface until fibers separate and suspend 

when a small pinch is shaken in a small jar of water. 

Add formation aid (I used okra mucilage) when pulling sheets, to slow draining. 

Add okra mucilage as a formation aid when pulling sheets, to slow draining. 

Kerri Cushman 

Farmville, Virginia, USA 

Pulp Pochoir 

Cotton linter (75%), abaca (25%) off-white base sheet beaten at zero for 45 minutes in a 2 lb. Reina 

Hollander beater. 
Pochoir alphabet letter pulp created using white linen fabric beaten at zero for 10 hours, and pulp 

pigmented with aqueous dispersed titanium oxide pigment. Melthylcellulose added to the white pulp. 

Pochoir application with fingers through alphabet stencil on wet sheets. 

After surface treatment, sheets were pressed and then restraint dried for 24 hours. 
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Judy Tobie 

Princeton, New Jersey, USA 

Abaca with added dried Safflower Blossoms 

At a garage sale I found an ancient loz box of what was labeled 'SAFFRON AMERICAN 

SAFFLOWER, original price $. 47c! i added the blossoms to a vat of 6 hour critter beaten abaca and 

let it sit overnight, the safflower blossoms lightly tinting the pulp. I pulled thin sheets and dried them 

under pressure. 

Joomchl 

Maybe this is not strictly handmade paperl I use sheets of pigmented korean hanji (mulberry) paper. 

For the sample I used 2 different colored sheets, cutting design shapes into one of them. After 

sandwiching them together I wet them, scrunched them together and proceeded to squeeze, un - 

squeeze and re-hydrate for about 1 hour. The 2 sheets had bonded creating a blend of the colors, a 

new design and a stronger single sheet of paper. 

Bronze Beauty 

A friend gave me what she said were daffodil leaves but on processing them I think they were 

Siberian iris! I chopped, then cooked them with soda ash for about 1 hour. After rinsing they went 

into my critter with some abaca for greater volume and I beat the mixture for 11/2 hours. I added 

some overbeaten abaca for crispness and some Carriage House powdered bronze pigment with 

retention aid and let it sit overnight. I pulled sheets western style and dried under weights in my 

dryer box. The result is a nice rattly paper. 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Georges Andrd CRIBLEZ URETA 

The love for paper was born in 1982 when I discovered Taoist paintings in pure black and white inks. It was I 
like a revelation to me. In this way I began to make my first paper sheets, with the help of a blender, racks I 

and meshes. I learned that in other remote places, paper, since time immemorial, was considered more 
noble than canvas for painting, that artists spent the first years of their training in finding paper that fit them, 

that each surface has a different "acoustic" as it is touched by brushes and ink. From the beginning, in 

the production of the paper, one comes into contact with a magical world, such as water for example, the , 
need to have patience to see the results. Since then I have manufactured 2 Hollander mills and now I can , 

crush the cloth to make cotton sheets for art and I have implemented the production of sheets in large \ 

format of 1.50m x 2.80m for painting or screens in our workshop in Cajamarca, Peru. In our workshop i 
located near Llacanora we teach classes for children, young people, adults and artists, for the general public i 

who wants to have the experience of making their own paper for various uses in art, crafts, printing, etc. \ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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Todd Moe 
Making paper since 2016! 

Norwood, New York, USA 

North Country Garden Paper 

This paper contains some of the leftovers from my vegetable and herb garden this summer: sweet corn 

husks, comfrey stems, asparagus stems and some rhubarb. Everything was cut into small bits and 

cooked in soda ash for a couple of hours. I also added 1/2 pound of cotton rag, cooked for about 11/2 

hours. 

I used water from our rain barrel, since we had quite a few wet weeks this spring and summer. 

I tried to use equal amounts of each plant, husk or stem. The pulp mixture was processed in my Critter 

for about two hours. Pressed and then hung out to dry in the summer sun! 

North Country Swamp Paper 

We have a little pond on our property in northern New York State - our "interlude" from the rest of the 

world. This is where I find lots of sustainable fibers for paper-- cattail reeds, sweet grass leaves, Joe 

Pye Weed and swamp milkweed stems (after it's flowered and faded). 

The reeds and stems are cut into 1 inch pieces and everything is cooked for a couple of hours in soda ash 

and then left to sit overnight. I add about 1/2 pound of cotton rag that's also cooked in soda ash. 

Everything is pulped for about 2 hours in my Critter. The sheets are pressed and hung on a line to dry in 

the summer breeze. 

Georges Andre CRIBLEZ URETA 
Pionero del papel a mano en el Peru desde 1985 

criblezperu.com Cajamarca, Peru 

Peruvian Pima Cotton Paper 

I The long fibers of Peruvian pima cotton are soaked for several days, then pass to cooking in a steel pot 

with a solution of caustic soda 2 cups. After softening, the fiber is rinsed with abundant mountain water, 

to finally beat in the Hollander mill for 12 hours, obtaining the pulp of natural color ready for the 

formation of folios. 

Additives are CMC glue methyl cellulose, kaolin, hypochlorite for bleaching. 

800 gr of cotton result in 10 sheets of 40 x 50 cm. Sometimes we add plants such as grass, Peruvian 

| papyrus, corn sheaves. 

4) 
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Kimberley Wood 
Cuenca, Ecuador 

Ecuador fibers and Konnyaku 

100% Ecuadorian abaca was soaked in water overnight. It was cooked with lye, because at 8300 

feet of altitude, water boils at 190 degrees and a more caustic solution is needed for cooking the 

fibers. After 3 hours of cooking, the fibers were rinsed and then beaten in a Mark Lander Hollander 

Beater (Critter). The natural color paper was treated with konnyaku giving it the texture of fabric. 

The red paper was made from cotton material used for school uniforms for the multi-lingual high 

school in Cuenca, Ecuador. French, Italian, German and English languages are taught in the school. 

The red cotton paper was also treated with konnyaku. You can feel the difference in the textures of 

the two papers. 

Beverly Woodruff 

I 

Cuenca, Ecuador 

Shallots from Cuenca, Ecuador 

100% Ecuadorian abaca was soaked overnight in plain water. It was beaten in a lye solution for 3 

hours. At an altitude of 8300 feet, water boils at 190 degrees and a more caustic solution is 

needed to break down the fibers. 

The fibers were then thoroughly rinsed and beaten in a Mark Lander critter for 1 hour. Dried red 

onion skins were blended and added to the abaca pulp. The sheets were pulled using a Western 

technique. 

The sheets were pressed in a 20-ton hydraulic press and brushed onto the windows to dry. 

Local flowers were dried and glued to the dry swatches. 

Shallots from Cuenca, Ecuador, The Story 

After retiring and moving to Cuenca, Ecuador, I decided I needed something to fill my empty day 

timer. So, I began taking classes, Spanish, clay, furniture painting and so on. 
Then one day I read about a lady here in Cuenca that had classes that sounded far more 

interesting, one being "Paper Making". I signed up and completed my first class. Fast forward about a 

year or so, and I signed up for a second class. After signing up, the instructor and I got into a conversation, and I was so embarrassed in that I remembered nothing from 

the first class. 
So, I decided to do something with the pulp that would be unforgettable. I decided to add dried red onion skins to the pulp, but how much would it take and how many 

onions would I need to peel? 
On one of my shopping days at the local Mercado (outdoor market) I stopped at one of the vendors and she just so happened to have beautiful red onions that were 

already peeled and ready to eat. But what had she done with the skins? I asked if she had the red onion garbage and if so, could I have it. She broke into laughter and 

couldn't stop long enough to answer my question. 
Then I started laughing and she stopped and said in Spanish, "you are one crazy Gringa. Yes, you can have the red onion garbage 
I was so happy that I was not going to have to peel dozens of red onions. Needless to say, she made my day and my paper look WONDERFUL III 

Gracias mi Amiga! 
What a beautiful place I live in. At an altitude of 8300 ft., we are surrounded by the Cajas Mountains, 4 flowing rivers, gorgeous trees and bountiful flowers. We have 

almost perfect weather year around in our charming city of Cuenca, Ecuador. 
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Margery Dolan-Keenan 

Cuenca, Ecuador 

Cuenca Paper 

100% cotton batik quilting scraps were washed in vinegar and rinsed with clearwater. The cotton was 

beaten for two hours in a Mark Lander Critter. A small amount of previously-beaten cotton was added to 

facilitate circulation in the beater. The sheets were pulled in the Western method with formation aid 

added. The sheets were then pressed in a 20-ton press and brushed onto windows for drying. A small 

swatch of the quilting material was glued onto the finished paper swatch. 

Laurie Paternoster 

Newbie papermaker who loves the process of experimentation 

facebook.com/LauriePaternoster lauriepaternoster.com Cuenca, Ecuador 

Labor of Love 

The pulp was made of 50% Ecuador abaca and cotton linter blend and 50% papyrus. The abaca was 

soaked in plain water overnight and then cooked in lye for 3 hours. Lye is necessary to break up the 

fibers, due to the high altitude and low boiling point of water. The abaca was rinsed and beaten in a Mark 

Lander hollander beater (critter). The cotton linter was added to the pulp. 

This pulp had a 75% abaca content and 25% cotton content. The pulp was removed from the beater. The 

papyrus was cut into 1-inch pieces and soaked in water for several hours. It was then cooked with soda 

ash for 2 hours. It was rinsed and beaten in the hollander beater for 1/2 hour. The two different pulps 

were mixed and formation aid was added to t! e pulp. Sheets were pulled using the Western method. 

The sheets were pressed in a 20-ton hydraulic press, painstakingly peeled off the felts and brushed onto 

windows to dry. 

Paper has been a theme throughout my life, through 25 years of newspaper reporting 

and now writing manuscripts. 

It made sense / would combine the original "paper" — papyrus — with my 

papermaking. 

In Ecuador, papyrus grows wild, on tall, reedy stocks, with green pom poms bumping 

heads in the wind. 

There are scattered clumps of papyrus along my favorite hiking trails in the Cajas 

National Park, high in the Andes Mountains, outside of Cuenca. 

The indigenous frequently gather herbs, flowers and plants along the trail. 

Papyrus has been said to be used to combat certain eye diseases and, if soaked in 

vinegar, dried and burnt, the ash can be used as a poultice to heat wounds. 
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Susan Armstrong 

Cuenca, Ecuador 

Cuenca Paper with Pineapple 

100 percent Ecuadorian abaca fiber was soaked overnight in plain water. It is cooked for 5 hours with 

lye. Lye is used because at 8300 feet of altitude water boils at 190 degrees and a more caustic 

solution is needed to break down the fibers. The fiber is rinsed and beaten in Mark Lander critter. 

Pineapple leaves where cut into 1" pieces blended and added to the vat. Formation Aid was added to 

the vat and sheets we pulled western style. The sheets were pressed in a 20 ton press and brushed 

on window to dry. The beautiful green color of these sheets came from pineapple leaves collected in 

one of the many Mercados in the city of Cuenca, Ecuador "One person's garbage is another person's 

treasure". 

Nina Sazer O'Donnell 

Cuenca, Ecuador 

Dreaming 

Ecuadorian abaca was soaked in plain water overnight. It was boiled in a lye solution for 3 hours. (At 

an altitude of 8300 feet, water boils at 190 degrees and a more caustic solution is needed to break 

down the fibers). The fibers were then rinsed and beaten in a Mark Lander critter. Cotton linters were 

added to the critter. 

The pulp was 75% abaca and 25% cotton. The inclusions are red cotton rag paper. The paper is from 

the 100% cotton material that is used for school uniforms. The cotton was cut into 1-inch square 

pieces. It was soaked in a vinegar/water solution and rinsed. It was then beaten in the beater for 3 

hours. Formation aid was added to the vat and the sheets were pulled using the Western method. 

They were pressed in the 20-ton press and brushed on the window to dry. 

The dry sheets were torn into small pieces and blended before being added to the abaca/cotton pulp. 

Sheets were pulled from this mixture of pulp and pressed in the 20-ton press. The sheets of paper 

were brushed onto windows to dry. 

The red cotton cloth was from uniforms worn by students at Cuenca's Ensuehos 

School - one of the city's many public and private schools. 

Known as the Athens and arts capital of Ecuador, Cuenca boasts a thriving arts 

community, including growing numbers of paper makers, inspired by the natural 

beauty of the Andes mountains and the abundance of diverse natural fibers found in 

the region. 
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Patricia Daugherty 

Cuenca, Ecuador 

Papel de Esperartza 

Ecuadorian abaca was soaked in plain water overnight. It was boiled in a lye solution for 3 hours. At an 

altitude of 8300 feet, water boils at 190 degrees Fahrenheit and a more caustic solution is needed to 

break down the fibers. The fibers were thoroughly rinsed and beaten in a Mark Lander critter. Cotton 

linters were added to the critter. 

The pulp was 75% abaca and 25% cotton. Threads of blue denim were added and the sheets were pulled 

Western Style. The sheets were pressed in a 20-ton hydraulic press and brushed on widows to dry. 

This paper was inspired by a fundraising project for Hogar de Esperanza Foundation (Home of 

Hope) Facebook.com/HogardeEsperanzaEcuador. The embedded denim threads in the paper 

came from unsalable denim jeans that were donated to the foundation and turned into 

saleable items for the Foundation's Thrift Shop. 

The unraveled threads were too interesting to discard, so I cut them up and embedded them 

in the paper. / love the symbolism of making something useful and beautiful from something 

almost discarded and forgotten. 

Rita O'Donald 

Cuenca, Ecuador 

Papel de la Plaza de Flores 

Paper from the Flower Market 

100% Ecuadorian abaca was soaked in water overnight. It was cooked with lye, because at 8300 feet of 

altitude, water boils at 190 degrees and a more caustic solution is needed for cooking the fibers. After 3 

hours of cooking, the fibers were rinsed and then beaten in a Mark Lander Hollander Beater (Critter). 

Dried flowers were added to the vat. Sheets were pulled with a Western technique. Formation aid was 

added to the vat. The sheets were pressed in a 20-ton hydraulic press. They were then brushed onto 

windows to dry. 

The beautiful flowers used in this paper are from the flower market in Cuenca, Ecuador. Rated as one of 

the best markets in the world, you will find-dozens of varieties of spectacular blooms at this unique and 

sensory activating visionally stunning place. 

There are so many of varieties of flowers from which to choose which can be purchased at 

astoundingly low prices. 

Locals take it for granted, but you can buy any flowers freshly cut for 1/10 the price of the 

US. Notably, 25 roses cost $5.00 and come in the most delicious colors! 

Roses are one of Ecuador's leading exports. 

i 
Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Yama \ 

Hats off to the Cuenca Papermaking Syndicate (y’all have to find a better name than this one I invented), several of them total newcomers 
into this activity, in effect a most encouraging example of community work in reviving and reinventing the papermaking craft and art. 

Many of us know Kim and Tom Wood, but there's quite a lot more than what makes it to the papers:-) (papers, get it? I’m so funny sometimes) I 
of particular note, they are pretty much single-handedly fixin’ to develop Ecuadorian abaca paper and half-stuff production, besides a lot more... J 27 



Liam Blackburn 

I'm drawn to research based art practices, and use natural dyes and pigments in most of my current work. 

Any fibre art (paper very much included) is of interest to me! 

madebyliam.com Toronto, Canada 

Cochineal Pigmented Abaca Paper 

This paper was made from 100% bleached abaca pulp sheet, beat in a Hollander beater for 2 hours. 

Formed using a 5. 5" x 8. 5" deckle box and then restraint dried. Retention aid was added when 

pigmenting the pulp, but the paper is unsized. 

The pulp was pigmented with a lake pigment that was made from cochineal dye. I've become 

interested in making pigments and wanted to test how they behave, and if they even work as expected 

in the context of papermaking. 

The texture as well as the speckling in this paper are due to the pigment having been ground 

somewhat coarsely. 

Goldenrod Pigmented Abaca Paper 

This paper was made from 100% bleached abaca pulp sheet, beat in a Hollander beater for 2 hours. 

Formed using a 5. 5" x 8. 5" deckle box and then restraint dried. Retention aid was added when 

pigmenting the pulp, but the paper is unsized. 

The pulp was pigmented with a lake pigment that was made from goldenrod dye, from locally foraged 

goldenrod. As with the cochineal papers this was primarily a test of the functionality of the pigment - 

but I am pleased with the results! 

Pigment in this test was ground more finely, which I believe accounts for the comparative smoothness 

and lack of speckling in this paper. 

AUie Morris 

Papermaker at The Morgan Conservatory in Cleveland Ohio 

Parma, Ohio, USA 

Pond Scum Paper 

Paper is made from Duckweed (Lemnoideae) from my childhood pond. The fiber was harvested and 

then sun dried for two days. Most large debris was removed (Leaves, sticks, snail shells) and then the 

fiber was cooked with soda ash for about two hours, until the duckweed stopped floating and turned a 

deep brown-green. Fiber was then rinsed until clear and added to overbeaten Abaca fiber and pulled. I 

decided not to beat the duckweed since the textures of it unbeaten, combined with the abaca, really 

evoked the surface of the pond. 

Making this paper smelled like long summers spent hunting frogs as a child. 

Even removing the paper from the drybox system there was a wave of pond 

smell and nostalgia! 

However, many people did not love the smell and it does linger, so be aware. 
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Susanne Baker 

@susabellalavee Greensboro, North Carolina, USA 

Equisetum (horsetail) paper 

This paper is made from 80% equisetum and 20% abaca. 

We got a bad case of redbugs while harvesting the plants from a pond at the Goat Lady Dairy. 

Plants were cut into 1/2 inch pieces and cooked in a soda ash solution. It was then beaten with abaca 

for 1 hour in a Lee Scott MacDonald Hollander beater. 

We scratched for about a week, but it was worth it! 

Marbled Handmade paper 

This paper was made of 100% cotton with inclusions of rose petals and embroidery thread. 

Pulp was beaten 2 hours in a Lee Scott MacDonald Hollander beater. 

Decoration is watercolor marbling. 

The paper is made for the endsheets in an edition of 50 books written by Fred Chappelland, illustrated 

by Fritz Janschka. 

Michaelle Marschall 

Cleveland, Ohio, USA 

Morgan Conservatory Kozo 

After harvesting the kozo from the garden in mid-November, Eastern paper production begins in the 

paper studio of The Morgan Conservatory and Educational Foundation in Cleveland, Ohio. 

This small 2 x 3 inch swatch was cut from one 22" x31" sheet of washi made by Michaelle Marschall. 

A very white paper is achieved by scraping the green and black bark thoroughly, cooking with 6 oz. of 

soda ash per 2lb. fiber for approximately 3 hrs., rinsing and then beating by hand. 

Picking is done with tweezers to eliminate any missed black bark bits from the fiber. 

Nagashizuki method with a 22 x 31 inch sugeta. 
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Tom Balbo 

Cleveland, Ohio, USA 

Violet Blues 

Two pounds of natural Philippine abaca was beaten in a Reina hollanderfor 3 and 1/2 hours 

Lee MacDonald wove mould 

Restraint dried 

Carriage house violet, blue, and black pigment 

Biker Black 

Two pounds of natural Philippine abaca was beaten in a Reina hollanderfor 4 and 1/2 hours 

Lee MacDonald wove mould 

Restraint dried 

Carriage house black, green pigment 

Irish Green 

One pound of cotton half stuff, one pound of bleached abaca beaten for 2 and 1/2 hours in a Reina 

Hollander 

Cheney cotton 980 

Philippine abaca 

Carriage house yellow, blue pigment 

1 
Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Susanne Baker J 

Confetti... just for the fun of it! \ 



Rocky Lawton of White Dragon Paper 

facebook.com/pages/White-Dragon-Paper-LLC/111078002282328 

@WhiteDragonPaper WhiteDragonPaper.com Columbus, Ohio, USA 

Flower Stem Paper 

Paper made from flower stems (carnation, daisy, lily), cooked with 1.5 ounces lye in one gallon of water 

for 8-12 hours. 

Rinse thoroughly until the water runs clear. 

Beat in Hollander for 1.5 hours, or until fibers breakdown to desired coarseness. 

Francine Levine 

West Bloomfield, Michigan, USA 

Mixed Dried Leaves with Abaca 

The pulp was made from the dried leaves of hostas, iris, day lilies and from tall grasses. They were 

soaked and cleaned. The dried leaves were then then soaked again before being pureed in a blender. 

Left over abaca was added to the mixture. The resulting pulp mixture was poured into a vat and pulled 

Western style. The pulp was couched onto sheets of non-fusible interfacing. 

Each sheet was pressed and dried in the paper press my husband made. 

I continue to love the speckles that make this paper special 

Cecile Webster 

Forest Park, Illinois, USA 

Bird of Paradise flower in Abaca 

Abaca half stuff was beaten for 45 minutes in a 2 pound Hollander beater. 

A Bird of Paradise (Strelitzia) flower cooked in soda ash for 1 hour was added to the beater at the end. 

% 
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Maxine Seelenbinder-Apke 

Homesteadmill.com Fairfield, Ohio, USA 

Marbled heaven 

I was taught that marbling requires balance: balance of color, temperature, balance of the paints to the 

size. 

The carrageenan was mixed 24 hours before using. It is usually good for two days, depending on the 

temperture, humidity, and storage. Mordant used was aluminum sulfate (not the grocery store alum). 

Paints used are Golden Fluid colors mixed with water. Ox gall is not needed with these paints. I use 

patterns from Patty and Mimi Schleicher's book: Marbled Designs: A Complete Guide to elegant 

patterns. Paper used for these - Dick Blick sulfate drawing paper. It works best with bright colors. My 

goal next time is to create all of the samples on my own HMP (Cotton and Linen). Some of you are 

receiving a sample on Braille paper or black paper. 

Robert Thompson 

Fairburn, Georgia, USA 

Giant Timber Bamboo Husks - Scharko Farms 

This paper is made using New Giant Timber Bamboo Husks from Scharko Farms in Fairburn, Georgia. 

The Bamboo Husks were cooked in V4cup of lye and 8 quarts of water for 2 hours. After rinsing 

thoroughly, fibers were beaten with kitchen blender. 

The sheets were dried on felts. The paper has been colored using an Eco Print with purple cabbage. 

Black Bamboo - Wilkerson Mill Gardens 

This paper is made from Black Bamboo from Wilkerson Mill Gardens in Palmetto, Georgia. The 

bamboo was cooked with a V2 cup of lye and 8 quarts of water for about 8 hours total. The pulp was 

rinsed very well and beaten with kitchen blender. Sheets were dried on felts. 
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Barbara Landes and Paul Sullivan 

Landes5ullivan.com Madison, Wisconsin, USA 

Net-locks 

Premium bleached abaca from Carriage House was beaten 6 to 8 hours in a Reina beater, pulled 

Western style and pressed by standing on press board and post. The green and black papers were 

pigmented after beating. White replaced black for some swatches. We used procion dye for the 

turquoise. We cut the damp sheets with rotary scissors into various widths for use. Each strap was 

folded longways to give it more heft. 
Our form was a piece of pink foam punched with lots of 1" diameter holes. We placed it in a bench 

vise to stay vertical. We sat on opposite sides of the foam and wove the colored straps through the 

holes in the foam, under and around each other or around bamboo skewers. We switched sides 

now and again. It felt like a new version of Battleship. We pressed the straps against each other to 

make sure they'd bond. After it dried we cut each side free of the foam and cutout 2" x 3" 

compositions. There are a few repairs done in Jade or crazy glue. 

Lastly, we waxed each sample to intensify the color using a mix of beeswax and poppy oil. 

Backing: Abaca was beaten 3+ hours in a Reina beater, pulled Western style and restraint dried. 

We backed the net locks to make them easier to attach to the book. 

Tara Stallworth Lee 

I'm an experimentalpapermaker/bookmaker + I've been 

teaching the art of papermaking for about 20 years! 

Birmingham, Alabama, USA 

PULP CASSEROLE (Paper Potluck 2019) 

For one summer week, campers in grades 7-9 come together on The National Mall for Paper 

Potluck, a paper and book arts camp with Smithsonian Associates. Leftover pulp from specialty 

batches are continuously combined and re-blended, resulting in an ever changing mix of fibrous 

wonder! 

Ingredients include abaca linters, mat board, denim, shredded money*, linen, glitter, down 

feathers, cotton linters, paper tablecloth, old clothes, foraged plant material**, dryer lint, 

construction paper, kozo fiber, yarn, and thread. 

A beautiful collection of round, deckle-edged souvenir sheets are formed using Arnold Grummer's 

Tin-Can Papermaking Method; pulp is poured through screens atop tin cans. Couch, press, and 

iron to expedite drying. 

Additional inclusions are very often added as we clean the studio classroom. It's a fantastic way to collaborate with fellow campers and play with pulp! This extra¬ 

special community blend is all about the hands-on experimentation with fibers and inclusions. It's a unique flavor set apart from all other camps before and after! Our 

goal is to minimize waste and make use of materials that would otherwise be trashed. Win-win! 

*We walk a couple of blocks to The U.5. Bureau of Engraving and Printing to witness the production and printing of paper currency. We return with small bags of 

rejected and shredded cash. 

**Campers collect fallen botanicals during walks along The National Mall where we visit the beautiful Enid Haupt Gardens (our rooftop garden), The Hirshhorn 

Sculpture Gardens, and The National Gallery of Art Sculpture Gardens. 

"'i, *-' ■ > 
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John Carvalho 

Purvis, Mississippi, USA 

Burlap Bag (Corchorus olitorius) and Orange T-shirt 

Found an old torn burlap bag (jute). Not enough weight for a full load in the critter, so added an old 

torn orange cotton t-shirt. Cut fabric to 1-1.5 inch pieces, pulped in Lander critter for 3 hours with 

calcium carbonate (buffer). Pulled on a laid mould and bundle dried hanging in the barn. Beautiful 

pulp, fun to pull. The burlap pulped faster than the cotton. 

Brazilian Vervaine (Verbena brasiliensis) 

Invasive weed found growing on our place. Gathered prior to going to seed, and stripped of leaves 

and flowers on site to prevent spread. Stems cut into 1-2 inch lengths, cooked in lye for 3 hours. 

Rinsed and processed in Lander critter for 3 hours with calcium carbonate (buffer). Fibers did not 

break down completely, leaving bits of stem which might damage lead type for letterpress. Overall 

a nice strong light colored paper. I will repeat next year, but blender process to get a smoother 

more printable sheet. Pulled on a laid mould and bundle dried hanging in the barn. 

Thistle Down (Bull Thistle - Cirsium hotridulum) 

Joe and I spent about 2 weeks wandering the property and gathering thistle down. 

Wear work gloves, thistle bites back. We gathered around a pound of fiber. Cooked the fiber in lye 

for about 1. 5 hours. Rinsed thoroughly. Pulped in blender with calcium carbonate (buffer). About 

one cup cooked fiber per blender load. Blended 1. 5 minutes. Pulled on a laid mould and bundle 

dried hanging in the barn. 

Lots of effort collecting, but a definite do-over! 

j-1 
Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by John Carvalho ' 

I We all have our favorite methods for preparing pulp. However, different fibers do behave j 
I differently. Some process terrible in a beater, but great in a blender and vice a versa. j 
j Some pull great on a mesh mould but lousy on a laid mould. Some benefit from formation aid j 

| while another might not drain for “hours" if you use it. Don't be afraid to alter technique to the I 

I fiber at hand. It will increase your arsenal for solving future challenges. 



Tara Monnink 

@tarathewanderingartist Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA 

Abaca Cherry Paper 

This blend was created with abaca and cherries. Roughly one pound of cherries (they went bad in the 

fridge and were thrown into the freezer) were cut in half - pit removed- and boiled for 5-6 hours with a 

1/4 cup of washing soda. The cherries were rinsed with cold water until it ran clear, which took a long 

time. 
The cherry mash was added to the abaca pulp, one cup at a time, as needed. The cherries were very 

broken down in the boiling stage, there was no need to blend or process the cherries further. The pulp 

was absolutely awful to work with, but the paper is beautiful - so it was worth it! 

Megan Singleton 

Megansingleton.com @missmegansingleton Saint Louis, MO 

Taos Marble 

Handmade paper of yucca, Mexican feathergrass, and abaca made and marbled in Taos, New Mexico 

while artist in residence at the Doel Reed Art Center. 

Yucca and Mexican feather grasss were harvested and cut into 1 in. pieces, then boiled in a 20% solution 

of soda ash and water. Yucca was cooked 4 hours and the feather grass was cooked for 45 minutes. I 

cook multiple fibers at the same time in an altered beer keg, dividing the fibers up in mesh paint strainer 

bags while cooking. 
Fibers were allowed to cool, then rinsed clear. Fibers were independently beaten for 45 minutes in an 

Oracle Hollander beater. Plant fibers were mixed with unbleached abaca that was beaten 1.5 hours in 

the Oracle beater. 
20 x 24 sized sheets were made in a deckle box and air dried between Pellon after being hand pressed 

with a sponge and brayer. 
After the sheets were dry they were marbled with a stone pattern using liquitex acrylic paints on 

carrageenan size. 

Leandra Spangler 

leandraspangler.com Columbia, Missouri, USA 

Abaca w/ iris + inclusions 

Abaca beaten in Lander critter + left over abaca/iris pulp + inclusions of handmade paper trimmings and 

thread waste. Dip pulled, nipping press and restrain dried on plexiglass 

j-1 
Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Leandra Spangler \ 

Keep a small sample of each batch and mark it with , 

• Fiber 
• process method 
• duration of beat 

I • drying method. 

You'll appreciate this information in time. 35 



Woodsia Studio Teri Power 

Focus on invasive fibers 

teripower.com @ferninwood Amery, Wisconsin, USA 

clay coated cattail paper 

This paper was made from green cattail leaves gathered this spring. 

They were cooked with washing soda for about 2 hours and blended in home blender, then stored in 

the refrigerator. 

A clay coating using clay gathered from Big Fork, Minnesota, was applied with a roller to potentially 

enable a better surface for drawing, printing, or printmaking. Traditionally this is done in the 

papermaking industry and I have since found out that it is sprayed on after sheet formation. 

My paper from natural fibers tends to have a pretty textured surface. 

\ 

Genevieve Lapp 

thefiberwire.com Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA 

Birthday Cake 

30% Cotton Napkins 30% Sheeted Cotton Rag Pulp 40% Bleached Softwood Pulp 

Circulate shredded cotton napkins in Valley beater without the roll and bedplate touching for 45 

minutes. Add weights and refine for 30 minutes. Remove weights. Add cotton and softwood pulps 

and circulate for ten minutes. Add weights and refine for ten minutes. Pull sheets in the western 

style. Sprinkle polymer clay sprinkles on top of sheets before couching. Dry under restraint. 

Coat one side with wheat paste. Trim off deckled edges and cut sheets to swatch size. Scent 

methylcellulose glue with birthday cake oil. Adhere deckle edge 'frosting' with glue. 

Getting Krafty 

Circulate 700g UKP (unbleached kraft pulp) in Reina beater for 45 minutes with the roll all the way 

up. Beat lOOg cooked kozo by hand for 30 minutes then circulate in Reina beater for five minutes with 

the roll all the way up. Add sizing and coagulant to kozo pulp. Combine pulps and form sheets in the 

western style. 

Cut sheets to swatch size. Coat one side and adhere postage stamp with wheat paste. Once dry, 

crumple each swatch by hand then lay flat and press. «~ 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Genevieve Lapp 

From Handmade Paper; A Review of its History, Craft, and Science by Martin A. Hubbe and Cindy Bowden 
The psychology of making paper by hand 

The relationship between the mind and hand papermaking becomes apparent when one examines the 
motivations behind adopting traditional papermaking as a passion. The sheer amount of effort required to 

achieve, by manual labor, what can be achieved more efficiently with modern machinery can be sometimes 

viewed by friends and strangers as evidence of insanity. That is not to say that all papermakers are insane, at 
least not all in the same way; one of the unique aspects of papermaking is that one individual may, if they 

wish, control the entire process. Thus, there is ample opportunity for the personality of the individual 

papermaker to show in their work, and many papermakers put themselves into each sheet. 
Hand papermakers also help to preserve the heritage of their craft. 

Even though the process is labor-intensive, the result is invaluable. 
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Kelsey Pike / Sustainable Paper + Craft 

Sustainablepapercraft.com Kansas City, Missouri, USA 

Warm Grey Classic Cotton 

;V 20 oz cotton linter 

i 1 20 oz cotton comber noil 

i' 4 oz white cotton fabric scrap, pre-beaten 6 hours 

Beaten for 3 hours in Lander critter beater. Equal quantities carbon black and oxide brown pigment added, 

then retention agent, ketene dimer emulsion and calcium carbonate added. Sheets pulled western style and 

. V dried in spurs on pellon. 

I 
I 
I 

Terra Cotta Mixed Media 

20 oz unbleached abaca 

8 oz cotton comber noil 

8 oz cotton linter 

Beaten for 4 hours in Lander critter beater. Aqueous dispersed pigments added in brilliant red, azo yellow 

and iron oxide brown, then retention agent, ketene dimer emulsion and calcium carbonate added. Sheets 

pulled western-styLe and dried in spurs on pellon. 

Pine Green Quiiter's Cotton 

12 oz cotton fabric scrap 

4 oz unbleached abaca 

100% cotton quilt scrap collected from local quilters, then sorted by color, washed and shredded. Beaten in 

Lander beater for 12 hours. 2 drops phthalo green and 1/3 tsp carbon black added to adjust color. Ketene 

dimer emulsion and calcium carbonated added. Sheets pulled western style. Dried in spurs between pellon. 
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Kathy Gurwell 

Working with Cotton, Linen, Silk, Kozo, Abaca, among other fibers. Classic sheet paper as well as paper art. 

etsy.com/shop/KGpapers Bellaire (Houston), Texas, USA 

White Kozo, fiber 1 

This white kozo was made in 2016 in Japan at the Awagami Paper Factory. The fiber was boiled and I 

hand cleaned the bark, hand beat the fiber, cleaned the fiber for lingering specks of bark and hand 

formed the sheet. There are no additives. 

In my own studio, I use kozo that has already been cleaned from the bark, but after boiling I hand 

clean the remaining specks of bark, hand beat and hand form the sheets. 

Making Japanese style paper, where all of the work is done by hand, gives me a more 

personal and intimate feeling about the process and paper produced. 

The sheets are couched on top of each other with no felting, pressed, and dried against 

metal sheets. 

Pink Flamingo paper of cotton, linen and silk fibers 

Western style paper, made with fibers and fabrics of cotton, linen and silk. I cut fabric into small 

pieces with a cloth saw, machine beat for several hours, and hand form with moulds and deckles. 

Sizing may or may not be added. 

'Western paper making, using machines, is a bit different from the Japanese style. 

I prepare the fiber by hand before the Hollander or Critter beating. 

The sheets are couched onto "felts ", dried and finished in different manners. 

Some are calendered in a press, others are dried against metal sheets after pressing. 

Western and Japanese paper making are styles similar in overview yet different in detail. 

Japanese style I feel is a bit more personal as I am involved in the total process from 

hand cleaning and beating the fiber to the final pull and transfer off the screen. 

Western style is more mechanical as machines, Hollander or Critter beaters, are used 

during the process. 

Both are satisfying! 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Barrie S. T. Mason \ 

Using MX Fiber Reactive dyes -1 am a fiber artist that frequently dyes cellulose fabric so why not use it 

to dye my paper? This was a test for me and there was some upside and some downside. , 
Would love to know your experiences. . 

Upside for me -1 have the dye, I love the intense colors I get, and I can mix to match fabric or \ 
achieve any color I could want. I also loved the tweed-like effect I could get in mixed colors. 

Plan on holding some pulp back and adding it later to enhance this effect. 

Downside was the amount of water it took to really rinse the pulp. Also the amount of Retayne used j 
as it does impact lightfastness. Fuchsia set faster with less additive and yellow was the hardest to set. \ 
_I 



Rix Jennings 

Houston, Texas, USA 

Banana, modified Japanese formation, natural swatches 

Fiber from banana plants grown in my yard in Houston, stalks reach 10' tall, 10-12" diameter 

before late summer harvesting. 

Stalks are "driveway decorticated" by driving back and forth over cut tuxies to encourage fiber 

separation from the matrix. Enzyme retted with daily stirring in barrels 1-3 weeks depending on 

temperature. Cooked with caustic soda (NaOH) approximately 1-2 hours, washed. Hollander 

beaten approximately 2 hours (Critter) 

PNS formation aid in vat since I have had trouble with PEO not maintaining viscosity. Formation 

based on Keith Gum's modified Japanese process using thin landscaping cloth felts on top of su 

(see the video on Rix Jennings YouTube channel), air dried between hanging felts. 

One set of swatches is natural color, one set with beaten pulp lightly bleached. 

Banana, modified Japanese formation, lightly bleached swatches 

Barrie S. T. Mason 

Excelsior Springs, Missouri, USA 

Coloring with MX Fiber Reactive Dye 

Hydrate cotton or other cellulose pulp in hot water above 125°F (52°C). For medium color dissolve 

1 tsp (21/2 gm) of dye for a half pound of pulp & pour into the slurry. Use less for pale colors, more 

for darker and most for Black. 

Add 1 tablespoon (15ml) Retayne in one cup hot water to slurry and stir occasionally for 15-20 

minutes. (This is twice the amount Pro Chemical suggests but I found I needed this to really cut the 

bleed but each color is different.) Let pulp stand for 1 to 2 hours or even overnight for maximum 

absorption. Strain colored pulp and rinse with several gallons (liters) of water. You need a LOT of 

water to rinse this pulp. I dyed with basic blue (MX 400), sun yellow (MX 108) and fuchsia (MX308). 

This pulp was 80% cotton and 20% abaca, beaten in a Hollander beater and pulled Western style. 
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Yama Ploskonka - PapelTexano 

facebook.com/PapelTexano PapelTexano.org youtube.com/user/yamaplos Austin, Texas, USA 

100% cotton archival - automaton calligraphy manuscript 

100% cotton T-shirt-rag half-stuff from Cheney, soaked at least 5 days, broken to V4 inch in rescued 

clothes washer, then refined in the Yamapulper with 3% calcium carbonate pH buffer, 0.25% yellow iron 

oxide, AKD 0.2%. Pulled on screenprinting frames. Yamavac couched, pressed Mylar glossy to imitate 

burnished paper for the side to write on, Renaissance 'Cinque Tooth surface the other. 

The text fragment is from St. Francis' Canticle of the Sun, earliest extant writing in an Italian language. 

The AD 1270-ish manuscript was "copied by hand", not of a human, but by the Yamaton, a mechanical 

robotic automaton calligrapher. To seethe Yamaton in action, search for Yamaton calligraphy 

For 3 years already / make fine paper for art use, optimal for printing, pastels (yayl), or brush 

calligraphy, inkjet or laser, or gel pens. Alas, on waterleaf (unsized paper), pen nib calligraphy ink 

soaks. Now I'm learning to use AKD, figuring best proportions, methods. A precise ink mix to match 

the sizing seems to be the hardest step, even industrial papers are not "standard" in this sense. For 

now 80% inkjet ink, 15% alcohol, 5% Wiston&Newton gum arabic for a Pilot Parallel pen. 

European-style amate 

Amate fiber has a silky feel that I wanted to experiment with. Alas, amate half-stuff is even harder to find 

than hemp. A trip to Mexico, to San Pablito, the amate world capital more precisely, was required and 

successful. There, with amatero Bonifacio Trinidad we set to dry some of his already cooked jonote bark. 

Back home in Austin, I rehydrated that dry half-stuff by boiling and soaking, some was still a bit stiff even 

after several days. Instead of the Hnahnu traditional stone tool beating to open, mat and press the fibers 

in one single operation without vat or moulds, I used the Yamapulper (the celebrated garbage-disposal 

refiner I made) to break open and disperse the fibers in water, then western pull on a screenprinting 

frame in a vat, Yamavac couching, 20-ton press, open air dry, final press when dry. 

Bottom line: western-pulled jonote paper is strong even when thin, it is long fiber. The rough bark 

inclusions reminisce lokhta (Nepalese paper). The Yamapulper clogged often, with the long fiber... 

Minor experiments with a stone grain grinder look promising and very different to this sample. Later! 

Amate laser-cut figures 

Paper cut Nativity scenes are part of my own old-country Polish tradition, while cut figures of amate 

paper bark have been significant in the Hnahnu cultural heritage . A Yama-fusion of both was bound to 

happen, of course adding some high tech in the form of computer-guided laser cutting. 

A typical PapelTexano Paper Connections kind of project, building cultural bridges through handmade 

paper today! 

The material is standard handmade amate bark paper purchased in Mexico, anonymous maker. 

After years of using a laser engraver, I lost access to it a few months ago, so it was time to build my own, 

by adding a laser diode module to the Yamaton CNC robot. I am actually surprised that it worked quite 

well, at a production level from the first day. Of course much to improve, yet quite happy that this tool is 

now operational, hopefully with much to add to my day-to-day handmade paper projects. 
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Bonifacio Trinidad La Loma 

continuing a many-generations family tradition of making amate paper 

San Pablito, Puebla, Mexico 

Amate Pinto 

(the following notes are by Yama) Amate is the bark paper from Mesoamerica, made continuously for about 

2,000 years. Today amate is a valued commodity as a support for paintings, while its traditional ritual use 

survives also, plus some pulp art. The methods of production appear to be essentially unchanged from those 

of antiquity, with a rather wide variety of tree bark fiber sources historically. Nowadays, most amate is made 

from jonote (Trema micrantha?), though the more rare paper mulberry is selected for the finest work. 

Amate pinto, "marbled" amate, is the most known kind available, light colored yet rustic. Mostly the inner 

bark of jonote, the darker spots correspond to some contamination from the outer bark. Fresh, or more 

generally, stored dry raw jonote bark is boiled until soft, traditionally with ashes, nowadays also with lye. 

Amate Rojo 

Jonote is said to be a somewhat fast growing tree, appreciated by coffee growers for providing shade. The 

bark is pulled from the ground up, seldom the tree being cut or just the branches used. Jonote harvesters 

bring it sometimes from quite far away, as obviously it gets ever harder to find locally. 

It is uncertain if the dark "red" amate, amaterojo, comes from adifferent kind of jonote, or from the bark of 

older trees. Taxonomy of jonote and modern amate bark sources appears to be rather uncertain. Amate 

makers process each kind separately, using the darker kind for decorating pulp-art pieces, besides making 

standard amate sheets. The liquid from cooking dark amate is often concentrated by further boiling, resulting 

in a sort of thick ink which is also used for decorating, likely with intense insect repellent properties. 

Amate manufacture was outlawed under Spanish rule, but continued clandestinely among the Hnahnu First 

Nation, in the hard-to-reach valleys northeast of Mexico City, today in the town of San Pablito, Puebla 

Amate Dorado 

Modern amate is manufactured in standard 60x40 cm (24 by 16 inches) sheets, very seldom production 

deviates from this. I was surprised that Bonifacio also made 12-foot long (360 cm), 8 inch wide (20 cm) strips 

of amate. The Mayas and Aztecs wrote on similar long strips, folded as an accordion, on a gesso-like finish on 

one side only. The gesso surface finish appears nowadays to be a lost tradition. 

Select bleached, aniline-dyed cooked jonote bark was made in the traditional manner, pounding the bark 

with a stone beater on a wood plank. Once shaped and matted, the amate is moved to a sunny location, left 

on the wood work surface until dry. 

Details regarding the steps and most of the technique necessary to shape a sheet of amate are rather well 

known and easy to find in the internet, despite the desire by traditional makers to keep those secret. 
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Bonnie Ferrill Roman 

I work sculpturally with my handmade paper - usually by casting thin sheets over convex molds 

or stretching them onto armatures. / teach Sculpture and Art in Culture at Regis University in Denver. 

bonnieferrillroman.com Wheat Ridge, Colorado, USA 

Pink mish-mash 

This paper was created from leftovers from several paper making workshops I have recently led for 

children. Approximately half of the pulp mix consists of a blend of two colors of pigmented abaca/flax 

( One burgundy, one nearly black: both were processed for @ 2 hrs in a Lander Critter), with the other half 

a blend of three colors of recycled office paper (white, pink + a bit of gold) plus deep red construction 

paper - all also processed in my Critter for about 1 hour each. In addition, scraps of red paper, glitter, and 

occasional snipped bits of blue ribbon were added to the different vats by children, and some of that 

shows up in this leftover mish-mash as well. Probably not reproducible, but it pulled fairly easily due to 

the abaca/flax mixed in, and resulted in a nice soft paper with a bit of glitter and some visual interest. 

This paper is fun, but not much like my regular work. 

/ primarily create installations and sculptures using the 3D paper objects / create with abaca fiber 

processed in my Lander Critter. 

To see what my work looks like, / welcome you to visit my website at bonnieferrillroman.com 

Susan Mackin Dolan 

My work involves making paper with traditional Japanese fibers using a modified sheet forming technique 

that combines layers of stenciled pulp to create images in the paper. The papers are often relief printed and 

tailed combining two or three dimensional components using text and imagery that symbolically represents 

and the true nature of reality and the world around us. 

susanmackindolan.com Edwards, Colorado, USA 

iris fiber on mitsumata 

Iris and mitsumata fibers were cooked separately with soda ash and then hand beaten. I use a modified 

eastern sheet forming technique, double dipping from one vat (with PEO formation aid added) of pulp to 

the next, Iris was dipped first and water drops created the texture, with a mitsumata layer dipped last. 

Sheets were couched onto a large drying screen and air dried. 

Pigmented kozo with dyed kozo inclusions 

Kozo fiber was cooked with soda ash, beaten by hand and colored with water dispersed pigment and 

retention aid. Small amount of miyaka dyed kozo was also added to the vat along with formation aid. One 

dip into the vat, then, couched onto a large drying screen and air dried. 



Helen Hiebert Studio 

Helen Hiebert is a Colorado artist who constructs installations, sculptures, films, artists' books and works 

in paper using handmade paper as her primary medium. She teaches, lectures and exhibits 

her work internationally and online, and is the author of several how-to books about paper. 

helenhiebertstudio.com facebook.com/helenhiebert helenhiebertstudio.com/blog Colorado, USA 

Bubble Paper 

Double couched cotton paper. 

Base paper is cotton rag beaten for 30 minutes and formed on a 12" x 18" Chester Creek Press mould. 

The watermark was designed in Adobe Illustrator, cut on a vinyl plotter, and then adhered to a Timothy 

Moore mould. 

Pulp stenciled bubbles were formed using cotton linters beaten fine for 30 minutes. 

/ have spent years perfecting my watermarking and pulp stenciling techniques. 

There are so many factors that influence the final sheets, from the way the pulp is refined 

to the ratio of pulp to water, to the way / feel on the day /'m pulling sheets of paper. 

/ am entranced by the medium of paper. 

Donna Eyring 

Phoenix, Arizona, USA 

Double Couched Hollyhock/Canna Lily 

Hollyhock stalks were stripped of leaves and seed pods and cut into pieces. Stalks were sealed in a 

garbage bag with water and left in hot summer desert weather for about a week. The bast fiber was 

stripped from the inner woody stem and soaked overnight in fresh water. Cooking with lye took ten 

hours. After rinsing the fiber was hand beaten for at least an hour and blender fluffed. Sheets were 

formed using a deckle box and formation aid. 
Dry canna lily stems and leaves were chopped and soaked overnight. The rinsed fiber was cooked in 

soda ash about 3 hours then beaten by hand and blender fluffed. Sheets were pulled with heat-shrink 

mould and deckle and couched on top of newly formed, wet sheets of hollyhock. 

The double couched sheets were exchanged dried, (light side is hollyhock, dark side canna lily) 

HA Peters Society of Hermits 

Fine art and design studio featuring handmade paper and fine book binding 

societyofhermits.com @woundedgeneral Rainbow, CA 

Indigo Flax with Kozo 

A blend of Belgian flax, beaten for 6 hours, and some handbeaten Thai kozo. 

The flax was pigmented with an indigo pigment from India, and the kozo was lightly pigmented with 

Indian madder. 
The indigo pigment had a high level of particulate matter which added some rather lovely flecks to the 

paper. 
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Jann Selleck 

Reno, Nevada, USA 

Sunflower petals and Sisal 

Sisal half stuff from Carriage House. 

Torn in approximately T'square pieces. Rehydrated overnight in warm water. Added to standard blender, 

handful of pulp to 3/4 full water. Dried sunflower petals where added to the blender and blended in. 

Added to a vat( I use cement mixing tubs) and more water. Sheets pulled with a modified western mold 

and deckle, I use a second piece of screen between the mold and deckle, drain excess water and place the 

screen on landscape cloth, use large cement sponges to press and absorb excess water before removing 

screen. Air dry in Nevada that can take as long as 6 hours. Dry sheets where pressed in hydraulic press. 

I was delighted that the sunflower petals didn't bleed! 
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Western Nevada Sage Blossoms and Sisal 

Sisal half stuff from Carriage House. 

Torn in approximately T'square pieces. Rehydrated overnight in warm water. Added to standard blender, 

handful of pulp to 3/4 full water. Dried Nevada sage blossoms where added to the blender and blended in. 

Added to a vat( I use cement mixing tubs) and more water. Sheets pulled with a modified western mold 

-and deckle, I use a second piece of screen between the mold and deckle, drain excess water and place the 

screen on Landscape cloth, use large cement sponges to press and absorb excess water before removing 

screen. Air dry in Nevada that can take as long as 6 hours. Dry sheets where pressed in hydraulic press. 

I was delighted the aroma of the sage after the paper was pulled. 

Sharon Yonenaka 

Sierra Foothills, California, USA 

Kozo, Abaca, Linen, Cotton & Artichoke 

For this swatch, i have dipped into a vat of lovely leftover pulps. 

Herein are California kozo, harvested, cooked, sorted, processed and beaten by hand; Critter processed 

unbleached abaca, cooked linen and cotton fabrics and print shop discards. 

To these combined pulp batches, I've added artichoke bud parts, cooked in soda ash (post-dinner), rinsed 

and hand separated for use as decorative inclusion. 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Sharon Yonenaka 

Save everything...no, don’t. 

But, do teach and share your knowledge in hand papermaking technique. 

Inspiration is bestowed upon both student and teacher and learning continues. 
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Cris Ballinger 

Making paper in the Redwoods with my "Critter" 

Boulder Creek, California, USA 

Studio Clean Up Paper 

Gifted unlabeLed linter, very thick, best guess is cotton, beat in Lander Critter for a couple of hours. 

Tinted using gifted Turquoise earth pigment and retention aid. embedded odds and ends around studio, 

including some old small tinted batches of pulp, flowers, inks and flowers 

Fall studio clean up #2 

Gifted unlabeled linter, beat in Lander critter for approximately 5 hours, tough stuff, maybe hemp? 

Embedded dried Chinese maple leaf, mica flakes, other dried leaves and flowers, restraint dried 

> 

Overbeaten abaca 

Grummer's abaca half stuff beaten for many hours in Lander. 

Pulled western style with dried Chinese maple leaves, pressed and restraint dried 
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Marie Noorani Paper Art 

/ live making paper art! 

marienoorani.com Southeastern Washington State 

Ink on Recycled Paper 

Recycled cardboard and paper - 70% 

Recycled, shredded coffee bean sacks -10% , 

Processed abaca - 20% 

with water based stain and alcohol inks 

Pam DeLuco/Shotwell Paper Mill 

shotwellpapermill.com San Francisco, California, USA 

Hella Local Paper 

1/3 locally grown flax--mostly hurds (Chico, CA) 1/3 biodynamically grown pima cotton sliver (Brooks, 

CA) 1/3 cotton table coverings from Stanford estate sales (Palo Alto, CA) 

The flax was cut into small pieces and cooked in a 15% soda ash solution for 4 hours and then beaten 

in a valley beater for 40 minutes. The pima cotton was cut into 2 inch pieces and soaked in water 

overnight. Then it went into a valley beater for 30-40 minutes. 

The cotton fabric was cut into small squares and beaten in a valley beater for 45 minutes. 

All three pulps were then combined and beaten for an additional 40 minutes. Calcium carbonate and 

sizing were added at the end of the cycle. Sheets were formed with a western mould and deckle, 

couched onto pellon, and dried in a restraint dryer. 

This paper was a commission from the fibershed to be used for note taking at an event. It 

was important to them that the fiber was obtained locally and preferably that it was grown 

locally. The raw cotton and flax produced nice sheets but there was slight cockling along the 

edges. The addition of the cotton table coverings took care of the wrinkling and the client 

accepted them as 'local' since they were used for many years at Stanford. 

We are excited to see an interest in locally obtained fibers and hope that more people will 

discover how paper perfectly fits into the 'buy local' movement. 

Peter Thomas 

Peter Papermaker made a piece of purple paper.. 

Santa Cruz, California, USA 

Blue paper coated with Konnyaku 

This paper was made for the covers of our letterpress edition of Gary Snyders' poem "Piute Creek". 

The pulp was a combination of 90% Cheney half-stuff, 8.9% cotton linter, 1% abaca, and 1 ounce of 

blue Arch Shred. 

It was beaten in a Reina beater till just right, then sizing, blue pigment, and retention aid were added. 

When making the sheets some coagulated black pulp, made from a black tee shirt, was added to the 

vat to create the secondary bits of color. 

After dry it was coated (4 layers) with Konnyaku and then crumpled. 



Laura Kesler Pulp Club Paper 

@pulpclubpaper Lakewood, Washington, USA 

Recycled Paper - made: 04/30/2019 

green shredded shipping paper via Harry & David fruit gift box & pre-sorted green shredded waste 

paper. 

One pound of paper soaked in a five gallon bucket of water for approximately three days. After initial 

beating with a paint mixer attached to a hand drill, the long shipping shreds were hand cut with scissors 

into smaller pieces for easier beating. Another round of beating with hand drill, and then blending with 

a Ninja kitchen blender. Added homemade liquid cornstarch for sizing. 

Sheets were pulled Western style, couched, & transferred to plexiglass boards to air & sun dry 

Recycled Paper - made: 05/02/2019 

green shredded shipping paper via Harry & David fruit gift box & pre-sorted green shredded waste 

paper 

Soaked pulp that was started on 04/30/2019 for an additional two days in the sun. Beaten again with 

hand drill & paint mixer attachment. Final blending in Ninja yields a much smoother and richer toned 

pulp. 

Sheets were pulled Western style, couched, & transferred to plexiglass boards to air & sun dry. 

Recycled Paper - made: 05/08/2019 

green shredded shipping paper via Harry & David fruit gift box & pre-sorted white shredded waste paper 

Gradually added prepared pre-sorted white waste paper pulp to remains of Harry & David pulp in vat. 

Fresh inclusions of Tulip petals from the garden. 

Sheets were pulled Western style, couched, & transferred to plexiglass boards to sun & air dry. 

Some advice, opinion, or reflection, by Peter Thomas 

Beating is Heating: When you beat pulp it gets warm - because of all the pounding. 

This causes the fibers to swell and take on more water. The more water in the fiber, 
the more it will shrink when drying. Shrinking causes cockling, but also gives paper its 

strength. Altering the variables creates different papers from the same raw material. 
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John Sullivan of Logos Graphics 
Printer who added papermaking about 10 years ago. 

logosgraphics.net San Francisco, California, USA 

Silver Ingots 

Thai kozo cooked and traditionally beaten, formed using Keith Gum's style sugeta, pressed and 

restraint dried. 

Screen printed using Speed Ball inks, silver and extended black. 

Abaca 

Started with 1/4" cut uncooked fiber, this is a two hour cook with an overnight rest in the pot. 

I was disappointed the first time I made this but it has turned out to be a really popular sheet and 

prints very well inspite of the fuzz. 

Formed on a double wove mold, pressed and restraint dried. 

Christmas Colors (or Carpet Padding...) 

25% half stuff balance cotton linters. 

Colored then flocculated using Carriage House coagulant. 

Formed on a double wove mold, pressed and restraint dried. 

These were the last sheets from the run, when we just threw everything we had left into the vat and 

the colors got pretty busy. 



Julie Johnson 
Portland, Oregon, USA 

Checkerboard hikkake-gami 

This deceptively simple-looking swatch was cut from the leftovers of an original edition of 125 

sheets of paper that I created for the Hand Papermaking Paper Portfolio #13: In Between. It is a 

triple-layer of kozo: the top two very thin woven layers are from kozo that I grew; the bottom Layer is 

t Thai kozo from Carriage House. The top two woven kozo layers have aligned fibers that catch the 

light in a predictable manner (hikkake-gami). 

The light and dark checkerboard effect isn't as exciting here as it is in the full size portfolio pieces, 

but when you tilt the swatch towards a light source, the 6 squares become illuminated. Then turn it 

90 degrees, and the pattern of light and dark squares changes; dark squares become light and light 

become dark. 

Both kozos were cooked 4 hours with soda ash, blended for 60 seconds, and pulled western style. With the addition of okra formation aid, the thin woven kozo pieces 

were created holding the mould vertically as it's pulled through the vat. The mould was not shaken while draining. The mould-side of the paper is where the fibers are 

aligned vertically. Two pieces, one with fibers aligned in a portrait and the other aligned in a landscape direction, were cut in ~1" strips and then woven together while 

still wet. This wet woven piece was then placed on a freshly-pulled piece of Thai kozo. The final triple-layer paper was couched and pressed in a 12 ton press, restraint 

dried and then dry pressed between smooth boards. For a more detailed discussion of the processing and formation techniques see my artist statement in Hand 

Papermaking Paper Portfolio #13: In Between. 

Hand Papermaking Paper Portfolio #13: In Between was curated by Frida Baranekand will be published in the Summer of2020. 

For more information about the series of exceptional, curated, themed paper portfolios, ws/fbit.ly/HP_portfolios 

Stovepipe Paper Artist Studio Helen O'Connor 
Handmade paper is beautiful, organic and renewable. I make paper from local plants, flax, hemp, cotton and Asian fibres to create works of art and artist books that 

evoke the place of the plant. I’m happy when my hands are in pulp. 

helenoconnor.com facebook.com/helen.oconnor.5473 @helen_m_oconnor Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada 

White Sweet Clover 

Paper made by Helen O 'Connor. White Sweet Clover plants picked and donated by the Yukon 

Invasive Species Council and Volunteers. 

1 kg plants dried, soaked overnight 
Cover with water 
Cooked in Soda Ash (1 TBS per litre) for 3 hours in stainless pot 
Beaten in Critter Hollander beater 6-10 hours 
Western sheet formation on polymer screen mould and deckle 

Couched onto laminate table to resist dry 

Sweet White Clover is an invasive plant species that grows along the Alaska Highway and in 

disturbed land in the Yukon. It takes over native species such as Fireweed, Wild Rose and wild 

raspberry patches. This changes the habitat and affects wildlife. 

Sweet White Clover is an aromatic plant that attracts honey bees. It was brought to the Yukon 

during the Gold Rush in 1889 and planted as forage in Dawson City. As an invasive species it is very 

hard to eradicate. Each plant can produce up to 30,000 seeds. The seeds can lie dormant for up to 

30 years until conditions become favourable. 
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'Em*' 
by clay particles being 
hurled by exploding bubbles. 
Material recycled: clay 

coated paper * 
Technique: moonscape 
*outer wrap of a 

Wheaties box 
copy of a handwritten description by Arnold himself. 

Arnold Grummer 
arnoldgrummer.com Appleton, Wisconsin, USA 

Legacy 

So happy to be submitting paper swatches 

trimmed from my father's stash of, literally, 

thousands of his handmade sheets. Mom is even 

happier. She 'll often say, 'what are we going to do 

with all this paper?!' We both love this idea. 

Kim Grummer 

One book I recommend to any beginner or advanced paper 

making enthusiast is Arnold Grummer's Complete Guide to 

Easy Papermaking. A brain refresh of new ideas? Amateur 

or professional? You could spend months developing skills 

just from this book. 

Arnold Grummer passed away in October of 2012. Yama 

Assembling this edition of the Swatch Swap book has been a most humbling experience. As I gained awareness, the effort that each friend and colleague put in many 

of the swatches, the story, the personal quest... Achieving insight now into deeper meaning, feeling, also helps me grow as a human being, and I couldn't ask for 

more. This is more that a collection of paper swatches. It is about people doing something together. Collaborating. Many of us in our little corner, some working 

jointly, all following some similar steps, each one in a very unique way. The sense of community is strong in these pages, along with very, very unique expressions, 

from the "classic" of kozo or rag, to ultimate blends and artistry, and a lot of in between, branching all over! 

So let’s focus on the people. From the sign-up form data, some numbers stick 

out, for example the professional artists. However, let me point out that, 

overwhelmingly, the sense that I get is of us being all over the place, no 

evident, uniform pattern emerges, except one of variety. Six papermakers said 

that they were trained and educated formally or even apprenticed in 

papermaking, which is more than I would have thought, for 2019! Traditions 

survive, and also get reinvented; many indicate their paper making is by 

experiment and exploration, me being one of those. And so many teach! 

teacher Variety. I like variety. Were you to listen to my public presentations, I 

make the case for paper made by hand existing within a metaphorical ecosystem. One that, along with so many ecosystems today, is changing severely, as things 

change. Some would say that there used to be a "healthy papermaking ecosystem" back when the rag pickers chanted their way in every street, and printers and 

bookbinders as well as artists and everybody else cherished handmade paper. Of such great, golden times we should not forget 16-hour days, child labor, filthy, 

harsh conditions, or water pollution... Things change much, and, while that "traditional ecosystem" is broken, maybe it is for the better. Perhaps we can, instead, 

somehow someday, build a healthier one, where handmade paper is appreciated and used, sustainable sources of paper pulp become available again, and paper 

making provides a fair income? In between, variety is how life reacts to change. The current dominance of paper art as an expression of papermaking is one way we 

face the future, while some few continue making plain paper to be used for something else, what I tend to call" classic papermaking." Variety is good, and we have it. 

Many thanks. To each participant. Obviously a project like this would not happen without y'all, so obvious that I don't need to say it @. I will mention the many, many 

emails of affirmation. Then, my gratitude to my wife, Deborah Ploskonka, who has been patient beyond many measures as this project essentially took over our front 

room for weeks, also to my sister Solveiga and our friend Lora Llenado Petty, as they glued so many swatches, making my own work much easier. 
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